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PREDICTION OF UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC LOADINGS CAUSED:
BY LEADING EDGE AND TRAILING EDGE CONTROL SURFACE •
MOTIONS IN SUBSONIC COMPRESSIBLE FLOW ___ COMPUTER
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
By
M. C. REDMAN AND W. S. ROWE
SUMMARY
A digital computer program has been developed to calculate
unsteady loadings caused by motions of lifting surfaces with
leading edge or trailing edge controls based on the subsonic
kernel function approach.
The pressure singularities at hinge line and side edges have
been extracted analytically as a preliminary step to solving
the integral equation by collocation.
The program calculates generalized aerodynamic forces for user
supplied deflection modes. Optional intermediate output includes
pressure at an array of points, and sectional generalized forces.
From one to six controls on the half span can be accommodated.
Page Intentionally Left Blank
1.0 INTRODUCTION ; ••• •
This document describes in detail the design and usage of the
FORTRAN IV digital computer program, RHO IV. The RHO IV program
was written as an engineering tool to be used in^calculation
of unsteady aerodynamic loadings on lifting surfaces;with leading
edge or -trailing edge control surfaces in compressible subsonic
flow, per the analysis techniques presented in reference 1.
Features of this program include:
• Modal input in the form of surface deflections, at
arbitrary points - Input from disk file, tape, or cards
• Calculation of unsteady pressures at arbitrary points
on the lifting surface planforro>
 :
• Calculation of sectional generalized forces at arbitrary
spanwise locations on the lifting surface planform
• Calculation of generalized forces :
• Optional saving of unsteady pressures, sectional or
total generalized forces for subsequent analysis
« Optimization of computer time through the capability
- to save and later reuse pressure/kernel influence
coefficient matrices (C-matrices) ;
• Capability to provide for airfoil thickness corrections
using velocity profile modifications supplied by the .
• • ; . . • user • . . . ' ' • • ' • ' " • ' - ' ' . ' . • ' • ' . • • • ' • . . • ' "
• Capability to analyze up to six separate closed gap
control surfaces
• Capability to analyze coupled main surface and control
surface modes
Included in this document are:
• Description of equations used in the program
• . Description cf variable length storage requirements
• Description of user 1/0 and scratch file formats
• List of program limitations
« Description of computer program usage
Data stacking procedures
Description of program output - normal and diagnostic
Sample problem input/output
Description cf program structure and routines used
2.0 DISCUSSION
2.1 GENERAL REMARKS .
This section will present a description of the nomenclature and
analysis as it appears in the RHO IV program. Although soire
information is given with each section, no attempt is made to
develop or reference the sources of development of the theory
involved. A full discussion of the 'latter is given in reference
1 of this document.
As described in reference 1, the problem of identifying the
unsteady aerodynamic loading on a lifting surface, without downwash
discontinuities may be written as a boundary value problem.
W(x,y) = 1 //AP_(£,n)-K(x-£,y-Ti,k,M)dCdn (2.1-1)
. • . . . 4TTpV* ' - • • : , ; ' . . - . - . ' / , ; - . . . - - ,
In equation 2,1-1, the left hand side, W(x,y) , is the Kinematic
Downwash , or effective angle of attack of the surface, due to
the structural vibration mode. The right hand side of the
equation is the mathematical downwash which is derived from the
surface integration of unsteady pressure times an aerodynamic
influence function. The latter, called the Kernel Function/ ,
is dependent upon geometry, reduced frequency, and Mach number.
The unsteady pressure is unknown; however, knowing the physical
characteristics of loading, the unsteady pressure may be
approximated by a linear combination of Assumed Pressure Terms
which will satisfy loading characteristics . ^
/S*-n* Za.ApvU,n), j=l,m (2.1-2)
If the Downwash Integral Equation, 2.1-1, is written for a number
of descrete points on the surface, (Downwash Points, or
collocation points, or control points), the resulting Complex-
Linear System g^ Equations may be expressed in matrix form as,
{W(x,y)> = [C]{a> (2.1-3)
where the elements of the C-matrix are
C-M = I //Ap, (5:»Ti)-(xi-,yi-n,;k,M)d5dn ••'_••• (2.1-4)
• ' ' ' ' ''
 :
 ' • '• •' '••• '' '•' •" ' '
(Note that the C-matrix terms are independent of structural
mode.) For a simple lifting surface problem, solution of 2.1-
3 for the unknown coefficients of the assumed pressure terms, :
{a.:}, allows one to calculate the ursteady pressure at any point
on the surface or integrate the unsteady pressure times modal
displacements to give generalized force.
With the introduction of control surface motion relative to the
remainder of the lifting surface .(main surface) the problem ";•''••
becomes somewhat more difficult. In particular, the kinematic
downwash distribution or sheet will contain a step discontinuity
at the control surface with respect to the main surface. The .
use of additional assumed pressure, terms with unknown coefficients;
to match the discontinuous boundary condition is prone to numeric
difficulties. However, a pressure term associated with control
surface rotation may be written which will give the required
jump at the hinge and control surface side edge and which has
a known coefficient. Thus
W*(x,y)> 1 //AP^(g/Ti) •K(x-g,y-n,k,M)dgdn (2.1-5)
lipV2"
where W*(x,y) will have the same jump discontinuity at the hinge
and side edge as W(x,y) and will be relatively smooth away from
the hinge. The control surface unsteady pressure term in equation
2.1-5 is a function of the control surface rptation at H,. ©(H) ,•-.;•;
i.e., is dependent upon the structural mode. The control surface
rotation is approximated by a cubic equation.
0(n) = Ao + Ali + AzJl + A3a (2.1-6)
where ^ = (r}-y ^ / (y
 Q-y
y* = Inboard side edge of control surface
y0 = Outboard side edge of control surface
This representation of control surface rotation should suffice
for a broad range of control surface twist. The expression for
the assumed control surface pressure term is then
'••AP,(C/n.)'-=-4pV2/S:z-Tiz ZA.. ,Ap". (C;n) .. (2.1-7)
. ' . * ' • !• y •*• -', • » • • . . " ' ' • - . : '. • . • . ' . " • •
If equation 2.1-5 is written for the downwash points and expressed
in matrix form,
{W*(x,y)} .-• [C*]{A> (2.1-8)
where the elements of the Control Surface C-njatrix are
c*. = 1 //Ap. (Cfn)-K(xi-c,yi-nvk,M)d^dn (2.1-9)
IT - '• . ' " ' . • • • • ' ' . ' :
and significantly, because of the polynomial representation of
control surface rotation, are not dependent upon structural . mode
If the kinematic downwash is modified by removing any
discontinuity due to control surface rotation,
W(x,y) = W(x,y) -W*(x,y) (2.1-10)
the resulting residual downwash sheet, W(x,y) , which is smooth,
may be used to solve for the unknown coefficients of the assumed
main surface pressure terms, {a.}. The total unsteady pressure
is then a combination of main surface pressure and control surface
pressure.
Thus unsteady pressure may be calculated at any point on the
surface or integrated to produce generalized forces as in the
simple lifting surface problem.
2.2 NOMENCLATURE
The RHOIV program works with dimensional coordinates (£.,n) and
non-dimensional coordinates Ci>JV) . The b0 reference length used
in reference 1 for k value and non-dimensionalizing of all
coordinates is used in RHOIV cnly to arrive at k = w/v from the
user input k - b.0w'/V. Note that differences in nomenclature
between reference 1 and this section are noted parenthetically









Cubic coefficients (m=T,. . . , 4) in n _ for
mode j, for control surface n.
Undetermined coefficients of assumed main
surface pressure terms for mode j.
(m=1 , . . . , no. of dpwnwash points)
Reduced frequency reference length.
Local planforro semi-chord.
b(n) = o
C-matrix terms for downwash point (x,y)
associated with assuired main surface
 u
pressure terms.
(m=1,... ,no. downwash points)
C-matrix terms for downwash point (x,y)
associated with control surface n
pressure terms.
C l f C 2
f (n;i
Chordwise integral of g
Eqn. 2.3-2.
K(x0 ,y0 ,k,M) ,




associated with control pressure
expressions, Eqns. 2.5-16, 17.
"Spanwise" portions of a pressure term.
(i=1,...,no. of chords, main surface




F(x,y,fi) Portion of dcwnwash integral expression,
, .' . Eqn. 2.3-6.
G(x>yrn) Portion of dcwnwash integral expression,
• ' ' "
 :
. ' • ' ' . ' . • • ' • ' .Eqn.. 2.3-3. . • • ' • , • ; . ' • ' ' . . . ' ' ' . . - . ' . -
G_ ,G ,Gq7,G ,-,G 2,G Portions of pressure expressionSi
 m i^ AI
 associated With full chord control.
9 ( £ * n J I J ) "Chordwise" portion of pressvure terra,
(j=1r... ,no. pts. /chord, itiaic surface)(j=1, control surface analysis) .
H Spanwise modification function
associated with control pressure
expressions, Eqn. 2.5-11.
h Integration limit in kernel function
evaluation,
*-» or i-th displacement mode, or i-th
"spanwise" pressure term.
Modified Bessel function.
j-th displacement mode, or j-th :
"chordwise" pressure term.
K(xo»yo»fcfM) Full kernel expression.
K
«^(xoryo»^»M) Non-singular portion of K.
US
,y0»k,M) Singular portion of K.
. • . -
K! Modified Bessel function
k Reduced frequency, k = u/y.
k [k] Reference reduced frequency, k =b0w/V.
Lj Struve function.
LlfL2 Portions of pressure expression
associated with full chord control.
M Mach number
M(C-x , n-yj Portion of pressure expression
S S •
SYMBOL " DESCRIPTION
associated with partial chord control,
m A pressure term number.
N(£-x ,n~y ) Portion of pressure expression
s s
 associated with partial chord ccntrol.
n A control surface number.
AP(£,n; j) Total change in pressure for mode j at
point (£,n)- P (lower)-P (upper)
AP (£»ri;j) That portion of AP associated with the
r
 regular (assumed main surface) pressure
• . .. '' •: .• terms. . . •• . " • • . . • •'':•.....•.-.
AP. (C,n»n;j)
CAP (£rn) ] That portion of A P associated with the
ae
 pressure terms for control surface n.
Ap(£,n;m) The m-th assuired main surface pressure
term value at (^/n)•
Zp (£irri»n;m) The m-th pressure term associated with
control surface n, value at (^ ,n).
q Dynamic pressure, q = O.SpVZ.
Qi '.-. Portion of pressure expression
associated with full chord control.
Q (i, j) Generalized force (generalized unsteady
aerodynamic coefficient) for displacement
mode i, pressure mode j.
Q (i,j) That portion of Q associated with the
r
 regular (assuired main surface)
pressure terms.
Q (n;i,j) That portion of Q associated with the
s
 pressure terms for ccntrol surface n.
5 (i,rc) Surface integral of Z (E,fr]ii) AP (£,r)im) •
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
Qs(n;i»j) Sectional generalized force (sectional
generalized unsteady aerodynamic
coefficient) for station n» displacement
in mode i, pressure in mode ,j.
Qs(n;irj) That portion of Qs associated with the
regular (assumed main surface) pressure
.. ' . - . . . . . • ' • • " . - term. • . • . • " ' . . . . . • . ' : • ' . ' : - . .
Qs(nrn;i,j) That portion of Qs associated with the
pressure terms for ccntrol surface n.
3s (n;i,m) Chordwise integral of Z(C,n;i)Ap{£,ri;nO •
R A modified distance between points in
kernel and ccntrol pressure expressions.
S Planform semispan
t: - '• ''•.'.• • Time. ' • ; • "•; '. , •• : ;. ": • ' .
u [Vt ] Local streamwise velocity.
V Remote freestream velocity.
W(x,y;j) Kinematic downwash at (xry) for mode j.
W*{x,y,n;j) Mathematical downwash at (x,y) for
mode j due to control surface n
pressure terms.
W(x,y;j) Residual downwash at (x,y) in mode j; i.e.
W with all ccntrol surface
discontinuities removed.
w Local normal (z) velocity.
x [b0x] Downwash point chordwise coordinate
X »x.,x Control surface hinge corner310
 (i = inboard) , (o = outboard)
Downwash point spanwise coordinate.
Y-n
11
gYMBOL ' •' '' . DESCRIPTION
y ,y.,y Control surface side edge (i=inboard),
3
 * • ° • ' . ' . ' : (o=outboard) .
z (x,y,t) [Z ] Time dependent modal displacement
normal to surface.
Z(x,y;i) Modal displacement normal to surface
at (x,y) in irode i.
3 .' ' .-"''.'•••' '- ' ' '
Dimensional spanwise coordinate.
n_ Non-dimensional spanwise coordinate,
. • • . • ; • • - . . ; n _ = n./s. : . . . - . ' . • ' - - . . . ; • • • ; • . • . .
r\cs Non-dimensional spanwise coordinate




8 "Chordwise" non-dimensional pressure
term coordinate, 9 = cos~l(-£)
9 (n) [®H] Control surface streamwise hinge
rotation.
Au Control surface hinge sweep.ti . ' • '. ' • . . .
A... Control surface leading edge sweep.
5 £b 0£] Dimensional chordwise coordinate.
Non-dimensional chordwise coordinate,
(H) Control surface hinge value.
, (n) Planform leading edge value
(n) Planform midchord value,
(n) Planform trailing edge value.
12
SYMBOL . _ ; ' • DESCRIPTION
. , Fluid mass density.
A ' •'' "Spanwise" non-dimensionalpressure
term coordinate, $ - cos"1 (r\)
M Circular frequency of oscillation.
13












:2.3 DOWNWASH INTEGRAL EXPRESSION . _
The down wash integral expression, which relates kinematic and
mathematical dcwnwash, is
• ; ' ' • ' • • ' . - s • • . . " .•'""•""". ' - : " : . . • ' ' ••-•.•—;.:••/••.. . . . - -
* - '
_ _
W(x,y) = .1 //S'-TiMf (n)C + G(x,y,y)/y
IT -s . '•••:..•'•• • • • ••' • ••• . ••• ... - •.--•-. . '.-
+ G(x,y,y) + yG''-(x,y.,;yl ; ..
where C is the integral of the product of the chordwise pressure
term and the kernel function, , .
'^ (n> ••' : •-.-. • . ;,.' •:- ' "'-• ' :. • Z+ (n) . ;"- -. •" .'.'"•' - ''•:/'
C = /^gCeVnJK (x.,y
 rk,M)d? -»- / ^ g U / n J K (x ,y ,k,M)dC 2.3-2ns
 ° °
and G(x,y,y) and G' (x,y,y) are related to the evaluation of the
dipole singularity; see reference 1.
G(x,y,n) = f(n)F(xry,n) 2.3-3
G'(x,y,n) -= 3G(x,y,n)/3n = f (n)F(x,y,n) + f (n)F^ (x,y,n) 2.3-4
G(x,y,y) = Lim G(x,y,n) 2.3-5
'
where Ap(g,n) = f (n)g(Cril) is the loading function, and
.F(x,y,n) = / g(C,n) [l + xn//x^ + 6^y^]eOdC 2.3-6
' X " • ' " ' ' • • " • "
F(x,y,y) = 2-/g(?,y)elkxOdC ; 2.3-7
,n) = 3F(x,y,n)/3ri . 2.3-8
2.3-9
Note that integration by parts, or a si irilar approach, is required
in equation 2.3-9 for those terms, 3g (£,y) /3rir which contain
a singularity in the interval, see reference 1.
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Note also, that the spanwise integrand associated with the
singular kernel, i.e.,
. .
G(x,y,y)/y2 - G' (x,y,y)/y]
is of the form,
In Jy0/S | (regular function) t (regular function)
which requires log quadrature to be used around a downwash chord
for that portion of the spanwise integrand.
16
2.4 KERNEL FUNCTION , ' .:
The kernel function is an aerodynamic influence function relating
the induced normal velocity at an arbitrary field point to a
unit loading on a surface at some other point. In the case of
a flat plate lifting surface, only the- planar portion of the
kernel is used. This iray be written,
Ks(x0,yo,k,M) = k2e-ikxo|.(R+kxo)/(Rk2yg) + 1/R . (kxo_MR)/(2B2R)
2.4-1
where R =
The expression 2.4-1 has been shown to contain a number of
singularities which cause numerical integration to be extremely
expensive. The singularities have been identified and may be
analytically subtracted from the full expression yielding a
nonsingular function. The form of the singular portion of the
. kernel i s ,... ' . . . : ' • ' • . : • ' . • • . - • ' • • - . ' • ,
K(xo,yo,k,M) = V
where . h = [xQ-M/x^+ y^J/B2
which reduces to eqn. 2.4-3 when k=0.
Ks(x0,y0,0,M) = -{1 H- xn//x£ + 6^ }/yQ 2.4-3
The singular portion is integrated separately from the nonsingular
portion. Because of its singular nature, it requires a large
number of evaluations when numerical integration is being
performed; however, it is relatively inexpensive to evaluate..
The nonsingular function is slightly rcore expensive to evaluate
than the full kernel; however, because of its regular nature,
it is evaluated much less during numerical integration.
Two forms of the nonsingular kernel are used. The first, Watkin's
formulation, is faster to calculate (and nuirerically sufficiently
accurate) for values of k|y0|>1.0. The second, RoseVs
formulation, requires longer to calculate (particularly as k|y0|
becomes large), but is numerically more accurate for k|y0|<1.0.
For Watkin's form, defining
17
The form of the full kernel expression is
K(x0,y0*k,M) = k ° f - M k | y 0 | ) ^
, . V +i/k|y0| •- kx0e lkh/k2yg * IJ ; ' ;
The two expressions, Eqns. 2.4-2,5 are combined ; to give the
ncnsingular form. ,
••* _(Xofy.o-»-X*M) - K{x0ry0,k,M) - K (x0,y0/k,M) 2.4-6us • - . ' . . . . . .o • • ........ • • •
In Egn. 2.4-4, the term T// 1+T2 is approximated by an exponential
series, reference 6, which may be integrated analytically.






where the singular terrrs (the same as in Eqn. 2.4-2) are already
removed. The exponentials in the integrals are written as
infinite series and integrated analytically. The resulting
infinite series of terms, which may be calculated in a recursive
manner, are truncated when a predetermined conversion criteria
is met.
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2.5 LOADING FUNCTIONS :
The loading functions used within FHpIV are of two types. The
regular, or main surface, pressure terms are used to match the
regular boundary condition associated with a simple rifting
surface or the residual boundary condition associated with a
lifting surface with controls when the,control discontinuities
have been removed,; The singular, or control surface, pressure
terms are used to match the change in boundary condition at a
control surface h_inge or side edge.
The regular pressure is assumed to be of the form
APr(C,n) = 4pV2/S<-n< ZAp(£,n;m)a(m) \ 2.5-1
m
{Ap(C,n;m)}'{a(m)}
where a (m) are unknown coefficients; The term /S2-rt2 has been
included in the coefficient to simplify evaluation of the dipole
singular portion of the downwash integral expression.
The assumed main surface pressure terms, Ap (£,r)),. are themselves
composed of a "spanwise" and a "ehprdwise" term, e.g.
Ap(£,n;m)•':=» f (n;i)g(C,n;j) : 2.5-2
"The set Ap(C,n) is composed "of an 'ccinbinatiohs of spanwise,
f (ri) , and chordwise, g (£, n) , terms. For the determined case,
the number of spanwise terms is egual to the number. of downwash
chords (=NSPT) , and the number of chordwise terms" is equal to
the number of points per downwash chord (=NCPT) .
The spanwise terms used are
f(n;i) = sin[ (2»i-N) ^ l/^S^-n^/ i = 1,...,NSPT 2.5-3
where 4, = cos-i (^) , ri_ = n/s
N = 1 for a symmetric analysis, .
=0 for an antisymmetric analysis
The chordwise terms used are
' g<S,.n;i) •=• cot(6/2) 2.5-4
g(£,n:j) = sin[ (j-i) 0], j = 2,3,...,NCPT
where 0 = cos -»(-i) / I = (C - Cm(n))/b(n)
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Note that all Ap(£,ri) go to zero at the planform.trailing edge
and tip as the square root of the distance. The terms which
are not associated with g(C,n;1) go to zero at the leading edge
in a similar manner. The terms which are associated with g(£,rr;1)
have the inverse square root singular form which is required
at the leading edge. Note also that f(;0;i)Vis plus or minus
one for a symmetric analysis, and zero for an antisymmetric
analysis.
The (i,j) combinations of Eqn. 2.5-2 are ordered
{ (i=1>..v,NSPT) rj = 1,.-NCPT) .
The singular pressure expression associated with a control surface
is of the form,
APs(£,n) = pV2e(n)g(C,n)A : v 2.5-5
where as indicated in Eqn. 2.1-6 the strearnwise control rotation,
9 (n.) , is represented as a cubic, _
0 ( n ) = SACmJri";:1 ; ! : ,2.5-6i —cs • • . • • .. - . . . •'••;• ••
Defining the "spanwise"pressure terms to be,
T^2" . . -''••':•: :/ ::, • - ' ' : 2.5-7
Equation 2.5-5 becomes,'--'.-•—-- --- --•- ---.—• --^-- .._-——••-
2.5-8
where A p ( C , n ; n i ) = f ( n ; i ) g ( C » n ) 2-5'9
The "chordwise" portion, g (^ ,n), is composed of a pressure term
from each side edge,
g(£.n) = g(C'n^y0)-g(Crnryi) + sf[ g(?,nr-y0)-g(?rn/-yi) ] 2.5-10
where








S_ = +1 for a symmetric analysis, -1 for an antisymmetric
analysis
The terms g(£,r)ry ) consist of a portion derived, reference 1,
in an asymptotic ixpansion process to satisfy the change in
20
boundary conditions across the hinge and side edge, and
modification functions which maintain the necessary singular
characteristics at the hinge and side edge but cause the total -
expression to have the correct characteristics at the planform
boundaries. Two boundary value problems are used: (1) partial .
chord control, (2) full chord control. The partial chord
expression is used .for all side edges: associated with trailing ,
edge controls. The partial chord expression is subtracted from
the full chord expression for all side edges associated with
leading edge controls.
The spanwise modification function used for both the partial
chord and full chord expression is
H(n) = VTrC~(1 + .5C + .375C2), C = "ir\-y |/|±S-y | 2.5-11
' ' • • • • • . ' . . • S . . _ • ' • • " - . • ;
The following coefficients are used independently of side edge
for the partial chord control expression. :
. '+ .5)/$ - i(£-O (2k +
 H
n tl n G "2 5— 1 2
Cz = [ (€-£ )*2 (1 + .5-tanA ) - 2ik] ; 2.5-13
C- . . • li • ' :• ' . ' ' • • '
The contribution to g (£,n) for each partial chord side edge is
then,
- Ti-y ) + c2E^(Tv-yc)N(^x , -y •) ]^ 2.5-m
S • / • • • • . 5 • ' 5 5 • . .
where Et - /(2C -£.-.£) (Z-t^  /($-$*) for .?<.g : 2.5-15
- 1* ' J" J. v^ -L' • - ' - • " O •'"-••''••••''
/u-e) (5-2c+?)/u-c) .for
2.5-16
c - ) . / e w ] ' • " ' • 2.5-17S S S S 11 tl
/n-y ) = 1n[R-(C-x )] 2.5-18
o o o • .
and R = /(^-xc)^+3^(n-yc)" 2.5-19
5 S ;
Note that C!,C2,M, and N were derived using the asymptotic
expansion process; Et and E2 are chordwise modification functions.
The following coefficients which are independent of (£,n) are
side edge dependent in the full chord control expression.
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where Cr = 1 - ik (x^ -x j) 2.5-20
C2 = M-fx^x^kMZ/e* + i(62-M2)/62) 2.5-21
(x^ xj) = Uc(ys) - ^ (yg))
The following terms are dependent upon side edge and upon (£,n) .
in the full chord control expression.
G I S = EsQi//?^  . 2 , 5 - 2 2
Ql
 ; 2.5-23
(CiL2 + C2Li) / • 2.5-24
where or -,,-Qi = asign(n-y )Li +. tanA_L2 ,2.5-25
S Lt . • • ' : • • ' • : - . • • • ' ' : • . : ' . ' . ' ' • ' • ' • . ' '
L2 = /« - (C-^ (yo)) 2.5-26C 5 - ' . • , " . - . • . - • " . . ' " . .' .
L: = /R + (C-c_(y_)) ;;: 2.5-27
O O . . . ' . . " • . • - ' , - • . ' - • • " • '
R = /(C-?c(ys)) + BMn-ys)-' ';; /" ': . 2.5-28
and Ct = tanAT + ik[ 2 (?-?„ (yj ) tanAT - (3 6f-2B2) (rry j ] /Ug2
• . ij c 5» jj jj s> . 2 5—29
C2 = 1 + ik-2(C-e 1 (n) ' ) /2B?: . . ' 2.5-30
and the chordwise modification function E3 is,
E3 = /3 - 2^ - C.2 /2 2.5-31
additionally,
1 n ( ( C l + C i ) 2 ) - E i lnCB^n-y )2) ] 2.5-32
Jj S
5-^, (y ) - .75tanAT (n-y=) ) /B2 ]G_ . : 2.5-33
Li/, J- S Jj S JjJ.
where Ct = L2 - tanAL (n~y ) 2.5-34
C2 = /2 /£-C, (y ) L2 2.5-35
JL S . - .
and the chordwise modification function E2 is
E = [ (c 4 . -C) 2 C(c t -? 1 ) 2 +6 2 (n-y s ) 2 }/(C t -C 1 ) 2 {(c t -U 2 +B 2 (n-y s ) 2 }] 1 / 4f c
 • * • - . . .
 S t
 —
 f c S
 2.5-36
and finally,
= E2esign(n-ys) arctan (Cj/Ca) 2.5-37
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where Ct = /!?/£-£, (yg) Lt 2.5-38
C2 = Lf•••* (n~y ) tanA ; 2.5-39
. • • S' - -LJ • • . • . • ' • - . " "
Note that all terms except E2 and; E3 were derived using the
asymptotic expansion process. . .
The contribution of each full chord side edge to g(^,n) is
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2.6 DOWNWASH DEFINITION
The left hand side of the downwash integral equation is the
kinematic downwash, or kinematic angle of attack, W(x.,y). The
kinematic downwash, which is derived from the modal displacements
for some structural vibration mode, is the boundary condition
which must be satisfied by the as yet unknown pressure
distribution under the integral equation 2.3-1.
The following is applicable for any mode j; the subscript is
omitted.. Reference 1 presents a more detailed derivation and
explanation.
If the equation of the surface of a general body in a flow field
is written, F(x,y,z,t) =0, the condition of no flow through
the body is
DF/Dt = 3F/3t ;•+ <3F/3x)u + (3F/3y)v + (3F/3z)w 2.6-1
where DF/Dt is the substantial derivative with respect to time.
When the body is a flat plate undergoing sinusoidal motion,
2 (x,y,t) = Z(x,y)eiwt 2.6-2
The velocity nonr.al to the surface, w, can be written,
w = -[az/3t + (3z/3x)u + (3z/3y) v]elwt
='.-[( 3Z/3x)u *.' OZ/3y)v V iu>Z]ela)t 2.6-3
Assuming there is no spanwise . flow, the kinematic downwash
(amplitude ratio), w = (w/V) elwt , is
W(x»y) = -[ (3Z (x,y)/3x) (u/V) +ikZ(x,y)l 2.6-a
where the term (u/V), called the Velocity Profile, is identically
one for a flat plate. A first order approximation of thickness
effects may be introduced using a velocity profile which is not
identically one, see reference 2. This irodif ication of the real
part of the boundary condition is particularly significant when
attempting to calculate control hinge moments for non- flat plate
airfoil sections.
The RHOIV program will, at the user's option, generate an
additional kinematic downwash column for a gust analysis. The
forms available are
W(x,y) = [cos($) - i»sin($) J 2.6-5
$ = [k(x-x _) ], x = a zero phase gust reference point
^ JTG X •
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which is referred to as a gradual penetration gust, and
W<x,y) = [ 1 - Ox] 2.6-6
which is referred to as a discrete gust.
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2.7 SOLUTION FOR UNDETERMINED COEFFICIENTS
In order to solve for the unknown coefficients of the assumed
main surface pressure terms, a-(in,j) , the
 :kinematic downwash,
W:(xry;j) , is first modified by rercoving the mathematical dcwnwash,
W*(x,y,n;j), associated with each__control surface in the analysis^
The resulting residual downwash, W(x,y; j) , which is smooth and
continuous, is used in the set of linear equations which is
solved for the unknown coefficients'.
[W(x,y;j) ] = [W{xry;j) ] - [W* (x,y,n; j) ] 2.7-1
where - ' . • ' • • ' " " . - • • ' • ' • ' ' • • . • • . . • ' ' . ' • • ' . • ' • • - ' • '
[W*(x,y,n;j) ] = [C* (x,y,n;m) ][A(n;m, j) ] 2.7-2
then [C(x,y;m) ][a<m,j) ] = Wx,^ ;}) ] 2.7-3
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2.8 UNSTEADY .PRESSURES, SECTIONAL AND TOTAL GENERALIZED FORCES
The final results generated by the RHOIV program consist of delta
pressures and generalized forces. The pressures are determined
by evaluating the various pressure terms used at the desired ,
output points and combining with the required coefficients.
The generalized forces are; determined by integrating pressures
times modal displacements for all combinations of modes/used.
Sectional forces involve integrating along a chord; total forces
involve integrating over the area of the planform half span.
All program output has the coefficient of q = 0.5PV2.
The pressure at any point (C,i"l) for some mode j is coirposed of
a contribution from the assumed main surface pressure terms and
a contribution from the pressure terms associated with each
control surface.
AP(C,n;j) = AP _U,n:j) + -,EAP (£,n,n;j) 2.8-1
' • n s -.-. ' . - - -....-.. •. ' •/-..: • •
where - ' "• . - . •• ' ' - .' ' " , . '•'• " :.
2.8-2
= contribution from assumed main surface
pressure terms
AP c <C,n ,n ; j ) = H pV2 /S2 - r]2 { Ap ( 5, n, n ; m) } •: {A (n; ro/j) } 2.8-3
O ' ' • '
= contribution from control surface n
pressure terms
Note that the terms Ap(£, n;m) can be calculated independently
of k value and Mach number. The program output for pressures,
AP (£/i;j)/q, has dimensions of (modal displacement units) /planform
length units) .
The sectional forces at a spanwise station n for the combination
of i displacement mode and j pressure mode are also composed
of contributions from main surface and control surface pressure
terms. • '
8 'Q (n;i , j) = / ? ( C f n ; i ) A p ( 5 > n : j.)d5 2.8-u
[Q s(n;i,j) ] = [ Q ® ( n ; i , j ) ] * 2[Qs(n ,n ; i , j ) ] 2.8-5
where
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= [CrCn;! ,™) ][a(nvj) ] 2.8-6
= contribution from assumed main surface
- 'pressure 'terms . • • ' - • . ' . ' ; / • ' ; - - • . . - . . . ; • ' : • . ; . ' ' . • :
_s
s
_ . .[ Q ( n ; i , m ) = UpV2/s2-n 2 / ( £ , n;i)ApU,n;,nO<H • 2-8-7
'
Note that Qs may be calculated independently of k value and Mach No.
• . . .
;i, j) ] = 4pV2/S.2-.n2[7 Z-(Crilli-)' A-p.i5,-n»n;m)-.dg.][.A(-n-;xn.r j) J 2.8-8' ' ' •
= contribution from control surface n j
pressure terms
The program output for sectional forces, [ ^ QS(ri;i<' j) ]/<3» has
dimensions of (modal displacement units)2.





 - ' - v ' . . ; ' • - • • ; ' • • • • ' • •
[Q(i,j) ] = [Q,.(irj) I "+ E[Q e (n ; i r j ) ] ;2.8-10
" • • . . . : ' ' - " - n - s . - • , . ; " . • • • ; . - .
where
, ) 2.8-11
= contribution from assumed main surface
pressure terms
. _ , _(irm) = ttpV2/ //S^-n2 2 (5, n; i) Ap (C/n;m) d^dn 2.8-12
Note that C" may be calculated independently of k value and Mach No.
S £ (TJ) _
tQ (n;i,j)]=4pV2[/ /VS'-n'Z (5 ,n ;i) Ap (£ ,n/n;m) d^dnl [A(n;m,j)] 2.8-13
s
 o
= contribution from control surface n
pressure terms.
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The program output for total forces, [^  (i, j) ]/q> has the
dimensions of ; (planform length units) • (modal displacenient units) 2
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Page Intentionally Left Blank
3.0 COMPUTER PROGRAM USAGE j ; " • ; : ^ '.]
•3v1V-:: MACHINE REQUIREMENTS ''':""•:••'••[.'-'': • -•',:';;- ^ "KVv -;•;.--. -:."•' ;' ' ''••• •_'.- "-\. y •;;."/
The RHO IV program system is written for the CDC 6000 series
computer. It requires the use of a card reader, line printer,
disk storage, a minimum of zero and a iraximum of five tape drives.
3.2 OPERATING SYSTEM '•''''\ •: •!..'• :
The program runs under the SCOPE 3.1 or KRONQS operating systems.
All system routines used are assuired to be standard CCC release.
With the exception of COMPASS routines used for shifting and
vector inner products, all source routines are coded in CDC 6600
FORTRAN IV. The overlay loading feature is used.
3.3 STORAGE ALLOCATION ; ,
The RHO IV program will load under a field length of 370008.
The program has been written to use blank common as a working
area for those portions of the analysis which are dependent upon
the size of the user's problem. Specifically, there is no program
limitation on the number of modes, rrodal input points, pressure
output points, or sectional force output chords.
The minimum core requirement of 53000$ words is determined by
C-matrix calculation in which variable dimensioning is not used.
The requirements for the other sections will be calculated and
printed at execution time; they may be precalculated using the
formulae below. Some examples of required field lengths for
selected problems is given following the equations. Note only ;
those sections which will be used need be considered.
The following variables are used in describing core requirements:
1. NOVP Number of user supplied velocity profiles
2. NVPP(I) Number of points associated with velocity profile I.
(Refer to user input, page64}
3. NPRC Number pressure output chords
4. NPPT NPRC*NP?RC
5- NSGFC Number of sectional force output chords
(Refer to user input, page66. Note that default
values may be supplied fcy the prograir.)
6. NOCS Number of control surfaces
7. NIPTS(I) Number of modal input points for zone I
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8. MIPTS Max [NIPTS (I), 1=1, NOCS+1 J -.".-' > ; :. ; "
9. NZONES Number of modal input zones, =NOGS+r ;/
10. NDMDS Number of displacements modes ^;; :
11. NPMDS Number of pressure modes . •:
• ' . - . . = NDMDS i f .NOT.GUST
- NDMDS+ 1 if GUST . v ': ^  V .:..
(Refer to user input, page68)
12. NDWP Number of downwash points = NDWC*NPDWC
13. NPTRM Number of assumed main surface pressure terms••.•
(=NDWP currently) , ?y : :
(Refer to user input, page66)
14. LIIA Length of IIA information V
15. LVP Length of velocity profile information
16 LCCR Length of control rotation information >
17. MPCHD Maximum number of points/chord:required
 ;
for sectional or total generalized forces
18. MICHD Maximum number of chords required for generalized
force integration
19. LINDEX Length of CMFILE index ; ',
(Refer to discussion below)
(1) The interpolation information arrays are used to calculate
control rotation coefficients, basic downwash matrix, and
sectional and total generalized force precalculated
information. The length involved is,
(a) LIIA = The sum of the lengths of all IIA arrays input
by user (IIAIN=.TRUE.)\,\ or :
(b) LIIA = NZONES* (3*NDMDS-»-23) + (NDMDS+4) *Sum[ NIPTS (I) ,
1=1,NZONES]
(2) If controls are present, control rotation coefficients are
used in all preparation routines. The length involved is,
LCCR = 4*NOCS*NDMDS
(3) If velocity profiles are used, cubic splines are generated
for each profile, and the information used in calculation
of control rotations and the basic downwash matrix.
LVP = 5*Sum[NVPP (I) ,.I=1,NOVP] - NOVP
(4) For the purpose of performing sectional and total generalized
force integration, maximums can be placed on the number
of integration chords and points/chord which will be
required. The maximum number of points/chord required for
sectional or total generalized force integration is,
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MPCHD = 22•. * (U;*NOCS+12) if NOCS>0 ' . ,
The maximum number of chords required for total generalized
force integration is, %
MICHD = 17 + 8*NOCS ,•- ,_•• '
(5) If a user supplied CMFILE is present, a CMFILE index is
required. The length of a CMFtLE index is,
LINDEX = 13*No. Main Surface C-matrices + No. Control
Surface C-roatrices
A minimum for each of the sections is given, followed by additive
amounts for each subsection. The cere required is the maximum
required for any section used. The requirement for a section
is the section minimum plus maximum required for any subsection
used. . . •• ' ' .
 : '• . .'. ••••.• • •. : -'•''./•-• . • • : •
I- INPUT £S12ABATION 510008 •* Minimum of 14tt08
A. Velocity profile 7*Max[NVPP(I),1=1,NOVP]-4
:.. - 'input - - - •'-.' ' - •.. '• ":: • • .'•' . • . ':'. ..^'
. B. Pressure results NPRC + NPPT
input
C. Sectional force NSGFC
results input
D. Modal input la.MIPTS*(NDMDS+4)
or b.Maximum size of user input IIA
II.. MODAL INPUT PREPARATION 370008•'.+ LVP
A. Calculation of inter- 1. MIPTS* (NDMDS+2)+9*NDMDS
polation information +2a. (MIPTS+3)**2MIPTS+3
. or b.23+3* (MIPTS+NDMDS) *MIPTS*
KDMDS
B. Calculation of NZONES+LIIA+LCCR+3*NDMDS
control rotation
coefficients
III. RESULT PREPARATION 37000a +NZONES +LIIA + LCCR
A. Formation of basic LVP+NDWP*(2*NPMDS+3)+NOCS+1
kinematic downwash
matrix • ' , . - • . '
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+ 3. NSGFC :'••
D. Generalised force l.,2. as in C above
results preparation +3. 2*MICHD ":
IV. ; C-MATRIX CALCULATION 530008
v
- C-MATRIX ••LIBRARY. USAGE 350008
VI. SOLUTION SECTION 350008
LINDEX .,+ NDWP*NPTRM*2
A. C-roatrix/downwash la. 2*NDWP*NPTRM
matrix printed or b.NOCS* (8*NDWP+4*NDMDS) +8*NDWP .
output • .' ' •. • . . . • ' . .- • - •.;--.• ';. / ,• .. .:-';'
B. Solution for 1. NDWP* (2*NPTRM+N)
coefficients of main +2. ,NOCS* (8*NDWP+4*NPMDS)
surface pressure
: terms - • '• ".' "; ' " • . ' • ;' .
Note that the value of N is selected on the user's field
















+3. 2*NP-PT (if NOCS>0)
1. 2*NDMDS*NPMDS
+2a. NDMDS*NPTRM+2*NPTRM
or b. 119 + 20*NOCS {if NOCS>0)
+3. NSGFC
l.,2. as in B above
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In order to provide a user with an easily.determined initial
field length estimate the preceding equations have been applied
for several combinations of user controlled parameters.
The following field length requirements are for a lifting surface
with two (2) control surfaces where the assumption is made that
the raaximuir number of input points per input zone is no more
than 75% of the total number of input points. The field lengths










































































3.U TIMING •• • " •• •'..;.• . V.,'. . ••;.•/ •••.."".'•/,'.: _ . • .. . . . - " . . ' . - - ' ' • ' •
The central processor time, required to execute any problem is
almost entirely dependent upon the number of C-matrices which
must be calculated. A large (>90%) reduction in CP (central
processor) time may be gained by utilizing previously generated
C-matrices (refer to Section 3. 5>2) i
The principle factors in the CP: time required to calculate a
C-matrix are (1) the number of downwash points, (2) whether the
matrix is associated with the main surface, a trailing edge
control surface, or leading edge control surface, and (3) whether
the condition is steady state (k=0), or unsteady (kxO).
Items (2) and (3) plus planform shape and position of .a downwash
point on the planform will determine the CP time required for
each downwash point. The values given below are average
requirements for the sample problem of Section 3.9.
SURFACE CONDITION CP SECGNDS/DOWNWASH PT.
MAIN k = 0 1.0
k > 0 3.0
TRAILING ETIGE k= 0 3.0
CONTROL k > 0 1.1.0
LEADING EDGE k.= 0 11.0
CONTROL k > 0 27-0
The above values may be used initially to estimate CP time
required for a users problem. Note that a C-matrix must be
calculated or retrieved from a library for the main surface and
each control surface in the problem for each condition. At
execution time the RHO IV program prints the specific CP time ;
required per downwash point for any C-rcatrix calculated as well
as printing a breakdown of CP usage by the various other sections
of the program.
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3.5 FIL'E'T/O' ' : .•''.'"'•.''-.''' ' ' • •.."'-•.•.•••'/•'••' ". -v--/;'- -•: .
3.5.1 File_Utilization
RHO IV uses standard input and output, two internal scratch
files, and up to five (5) user specified input/output files.
The scratch files are referenced in the program by different
names, dependent upon the usage. All user input/output files
have the record format described below for READM/WRITEM.
The files referenced are:
(1) INPUT Standard input (BCD)
(2) OUTPUT Standard output (BCD) ••'.;,
(3) RHOSC1 Scratch file (binary)
(MISFTLE) Modal input scratch file •
(RESFILE) Result scratch file
RHOSC2 Scratch file (binary)
(INSFILE) Input scratch file
 ;







Modal input file, user specified file for :
input modal displacements and associated
points (binary)
C-matrix file, user specified input/output
file containing the library of previously
calculated C-iratrices. (binary)
Pressure output file, user specified
output file containing all unsteady
pressure results
Sectional force output file, user specified
output file containing all sectional force
results. !
Generalized force output file, user specified
output file containing all generalized force
results.
Note that the user specifies the file names for (5) - (9) in data
input. Files (5) , (7) - (9) may be equivalenced in any combination
using one or more file names, the output for (7) -(9) will then
be interleafed on a k-value, Mach number condition basis.
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If a CMFILE is defined it must be descrete.
The user may also specify an initial file position for (5)- (9).
MIFILE is positioned and used, then DPFILE, SGFFILE, and GFFILE
are positioned, in that order. Therefore if a user gives ,two
or more files the same name, the initial file position specified
for the last in the above sequence would be used. /
All input/output files use a two record format for each array
written. Routines RE ABM and WR ITEM are used to read and write
' READM/WRITEM FORMAT , :
Record 1 -' ID Record Word 1 - 5HMATI0 ,
2 - MR0W = Row length of array
3 - MC0L =. Column length of array
H -' LID = Length of user ID
5-{4+LID) - ID = User ID
Record 2 - ARRAY. Record Words MR0W*MC0L - ARRAY, written
(ARRAY (I, J) ,I=1,MR0W) ,J=1,MC0L)
3.5.2 C-Matrix Library
The C-matrix library, maintained on a user specified 1/0 file,
CMFILE, consists of a two file set. File 1 consists of all saved
C-matrices written sequentially in the order saved. File 2
consists of an index of File 1. If the user specifies a CMFILE, :
the index is examined for a match each time a C-matrix is
required. If a match is found the desired C- matrix is accessed
and used. If a match is not found, the desired C-matrix is
calculated, the index updated, and the new C-matrix and updated
index are written to CMFILE. If a legitimate index is not found
on the first attempt to access information in an execution, the
specified file is assumed to be a new file; an initial null index
will be generated and execution will continue. There is no
program limit on the number of C-matrices in the library.
All arrays on CMFILE are written and read using READM/WRITEM.
The CKFILE index consists of a list of entries associated with
each C-matrix sufficient to allow testing for a match on a
retrieval attempt. Note that the user must utilize MSID in input
to deferentiate between main surface planforms, and CSID to
deferentiate between control surfaces associated with a main
surface planform. A main surface entry in the INDEX consists
of 13 words, and contains a counter for the number of associated
control surface entries which follow. A control surface entry
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consists of one word; it can only be referenced through its
associated main surface entry.






















































No. points /downwash chord
No. spanwise main surface ;
pressure terms
No. chordwise main surface
pressure terms
Number of associated con-
trol surface entries
Semi-span
•o)/V - reduced frequency






















Tip span I Leading edge
Mid span 1 or
Partial span' Trailing edge
Position of matrix in
file CMF1
New main surface entries are appended to the bottom of the
index. New control surface entries are inserted below the last
previous control surface entry of its associated main surface
entry.
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3»5. 3. Fi le formats ';'•. •/ : '-:.' : ...-•'" •'. -.•;. '•'••'.•! .' "•-•.'••."•:•
All files, with the exception of INPUT arid OUTPUT are described
in this section; the order is alphabetical.
A file name, equivalent name, file type, and short description
of usage are given in addition to record forirats.








REC0RD N0, OR IDENTIFIER
AN INTEGER SPECIFYING THE NUMBER OF IMMEDIATE
REPETITIONS OF THE RECORD. REPETITIONS OF SETS
OF RECORDS ARE DESCRIBEE PRIOR TO THE SET.
PROGRAM, INPUT, OR OUTPUT VARIABLE NAME.
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ; .
VARIABLE. NOTE THAT ALL ARRAYS ARE WRITTEN
IN CDC6000 STORAGE ORDER, E.G.,
A(I,J,K)
TYPE OF INFORMATION
I .- INTEGER . .. ' ' - - : , - ~
R .- REAL ' - . :'. •
C - COMPLEX (NO. TERMS=2*FIRST DIMENSION)
H - HOLLERITH
M - MIXED
(5) DESCRIPTION j DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION BY VARIABLE
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The following variable names are used in describing DIMENSIONS.
1. N0CS NUMBER OF CONTROL SURFACES '
 ;
2. N0VP NUMBER OF VELOCITY PROFILES . . :v' ,
3. : NDWP NUMBER OF DOWNWASH POINTS ;
U. NPTRM - NUMBER OF ASSUMED MAIN -SURFACE PRESSURE TERMS
(=NSPT*NCPT, in most cases = NDWP)
5. NDMDS NUMBER OF DISPLACEMENT MODES • : :
6. NPMDS NUMBER OF PRESSURE MODES (EITHER NDMDS OR NDMCS-H)
7. N0KVAL NUMBER OF REDUCED FREQUENCIES '. :..'..'
.8. N0MACH NUMBER OF MACH NUMBERS ' ;
9. N0C0ND . NUMBER OF CONEITIONS = N0KVAL*N0MACH .
10. NPRC NUMBER OF PRESSURE REPORT CHORES ; :
11. NPPRC NUMBER OF POINTS/PRESSURE :REPORT CHORD . ;'
12. NPPT NUMBER OF PRESSURE OUTPUT POINTS = NPRC*NPPRC
13. NSGFC NUMBER OF SECTIONAL FORCE OUTPUT CHORDS
1U; NPZ0NE NUMBER OF INPUT POINTS/MODAL INPUT: ZONE
15. LINDEX LENGTH OF CMFILE INDEX '
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FILE NAME: CMFILE FILE TY-B&: SEQUENTIAL BINA83T
CMFILE is a user specified INPUT/OUTPUT file genera-ted and us-ed
by the RHOIV program as a library of previously caJ.ctFf'ffte^ l t>
matrices. It is a multifile file; the first file is the sefe*-
of all saved C-matrices, the second is an index of the firs%.
Routines READM/WRITEM are used to 'READ/WRITE the fflfe.
RFC.
NO.
REPETITION- V- - VARIABLE (DIMENSIONS); :/ T
^
/ D£S-CRI=FTldN; -'•:.. ;







' i .-•'.;• ;
• •_
•'...' " ,1 ..v:-; ••'•• ,
vi ".- /.- •'-•:.-.
. 1 ' . ' ' . - .
i '• .'• •-•
i
READM/WRITEM ID INFO (4)
USER ID (14)
1-8HG-MATRIX

















'^' " -.- • • '-.. '•''...'. :".'
:
- ' '
.•":• : ARRAY :NAME- ! .- ;•'•..;:;. ';,
\ . SEMI-SPAN
; ; DEDUCED FREQUENCY= W/ V
.MACH NUMBER'-' ••-':•'...
^COMPLEX C- MATRIX, ;
; SAVED IN TRANSPOSE;
FORM. N=NPTRM
FOR A MAIN SURFACE :
C-MATRI X , AND '=H FOR
. A CONTROL SURFACE - :
: C-MATRIX
END OF FILE " •." \ ; : ,














REFER TO PAGE 38
. ARRAY NAME
NUMBER OF C -MAT-RICES
NUMBER OF MAIN SURFACE
ENTRIES CR C- MATRICES
LIBRARY CREATION DATE
LAST MODIFICATION DATE
CMFILE INDEX - REFER
TO PAGE 38
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FILENAME: CMSFILE {= RHOSC2) FILE TYPE: SEQUENTIftL BINARY
CMSFILE is a sequential binary file used internally Tby RHOTC,"
It is.- generated by CMCALC and/or RDWRTC and used by. PCMDWM and ; ,-







' . ' -. . .' ' . ' • . - " * - -""-'- ' ;7C'^;'.C'^**
( ROWC{NPTRM) ; ;
^
c
';. D^ESCRiPTip^  ; .: : .
' ..ROW OF MAIN SURFACE :
PRESSURE TERM C -MATRIX
IF NOCS>0, a set of Rec. 2 is repeated per control, i.e. NOGS times.
2 NDWP ROWC(U) ; cl ROW OF CONTROL SURFACE
PRESSURE TERM C-MATRIX
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FILE .NAME: .COFFILE .(= RHOSC2) FILE TYPE: SEQUENTIAL BINARY v
.':•' . ' • • .' • • ' •••••.. ...'' •. -:- • '- -
;
 •••'-.. •.-•••' •••;•.' - . ', •- . -.. ••• ' •.-•• -• •
COFFILE is a sequential binary file
 :u^ed internally b.y RHO IV. ":. .
It is generated by SOLOTON and used by, PCMSPT and the various
result routines, FORMDP, FORMQS/ and FORMQf: during the k -value











/ COEFFICIENTS OF ': MAIN:
:''.''•' SURFACE . PRESSURE TERMS
:
 FOR A PRESSURE MODE;
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FILE NAME: BPFILE , FILE 'TYPE: SEQUENTIAL BINARY
DPFILE is a user specified output file which will contain any
unsteady pressure results. Routine WRITEM is used to produce


















- ' . ' . . ; . . • • .
4-NPPT -•- , - . ;
YPRC(NPRC)



















.DESCRIPTION ; • ":"
' • - . ' - ' • • - ' - •




., NO. POINTS/PRESSURE ;
REPORT CHORD
V NO. PRESSURE POINTS
PRESSURE REPORT- CHORDS
,..-'•• REFER TO PAGE 38
AS ABOVE
PRESSURE: REPORT POINTS
The record pair 3A,B is repeated per mode, i.e. NPMDS times,
for each k-value, Mach no. condition. The record pair will occur





























OUTPUT POINTS FOR MODE
IMD.
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FILE NAME: GFFILE. , , FILE TYPE: SEQUENTIAL BINARY .
GFFILE is a user specified output file which will contain any
generalized force results. Routine WRITEM is used to produce :
an ID record and a record of values.
REC.
NO.
REPETITION- VARIABLE (I3IMENSIONS) T. DESCRIPTION :
Record pair 1A,B are repeated per .k-value, Mach nuirber condi-tion.

























K-VALUE REF. LENGTH ,
SEMI-SPAN .
MACH NUMBER
COMPLEX GENERALIZED • -
FORCE MATRIX.
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FILE NAME: INSFILE (= RHOSC2) FILE TYPE:' SEQUENTIAL BINARY .
INSFILE is a sequential binary file used internally by RHOIV. > , ' -,'
It is generated by various input routines and used by the various
preparation routines I IACAL, CRCOEFF, RESPREP, VPRDR .
EEC.
NO.
REPETITION:. VARIABLE (DIMENSIONS) T -DESCRIPTION • .'•-.:•.















' STATION AT WHICH A
. VELOCITY PROFILE IS
DEFINED „
NUMBER OF POINTS AT
WHICH VELOCITY PROFILE




Record set 2 occurs if any pressure results have been requested,











Record set 3 occurs if any sectional force results .have been
requested, i.e. if SGFPRT^O, or SGFFILE^O.
3 i YSGFC(NSGFC) R SECTIONAL. FORCE OUTPUT
CHORDS
Record set U occurs unless IIAIN=.TRUE. , i.e. unless interpolation
information arrays have been input directly. The record set













NUMBER OF INPUT. POINTS
. IN ZONE
X VALUES OF INPUT
POINTS
Y VALUES OF INPUT
POINTS
MODAL DISPLACEMENTS AT
INPUT POINTS FOR ONE
MODE .
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Record set 5 occurs if any user input of control rotation
information has teen indicated, i.e. NOCS>0 AND CRI (I) XO -for'/
some I=1,NOCS. The record set is repeated for each CRI (I) XO.
CCR(4,NDMDS) CUBIC COEFFICIENTS QF
CONTROL ROTATION OR
A3Z/9x AT SPECIFIED .
HINGE POINTS
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FILE NAME: MIFILE:, :/. FILE TYPE:" SEQUENTIAL. BINARY :
MIFILE is a user specified input file which is used -to provide : :
modal input points and displacememts to RHOIV from disk or tape>
Routine WRITEM, or an equivalent should be used to generate the
ID record and value record. - -
REG.
NO.
REPETITION VARIABLE (DIMENSIONS) .T ; DESCRlPTIOJsI, - • . ; •'••.; "..:
MIFILE may consist of either records 1A,B and 2A/B or 3AfB<. - .
If IIAIN=.T. in input, records 3A,B should be used, otherwise
use 1A,B,2A,B. •-• ' : :'':"'"''v •'-:•:•,--, ••' -• \': ; . ' " ' " " • . ' ' ' "'"';'•' ''- '
The set 1A,B 2 A, B may occur once or 1+NOCS times. In the latter
case, assuming NOCSXO , the.modal input points and displacements
are associated with the main surface, and control surfaces in






-'.'•. " 1' ••-"•'
I








READM/WRITEM ID INFO (4)
USER ID (10) ;
XY (NPZONE, 2)
READM/WRITEM ID INFO (U)
USER ID UO)
Z {NPZONE, NDMDS)
is only one input zone, i
or all zones are being inp
hould be the total number










REFER TO PAGE 38 •;-
A USER ID OF UP TO 10
WORDS. MAY BE INCLUDED.
THE ID IS NOT USED BY :
RHOIV.
MODAL INPUT POINTS, . .>
, REFER TO PAGE 38 .
A USER ID OF UP TO 10
WORDS MAY BE INCLUDED.





in the same block,
ut points.
of input points
Set 3A,B is used if IIAIN=,T., in which case the pair 3A,B should
be repeated for each input zone, i.e 1+NOCS times.
3A 1 READM/WRITEM ID INFO (U)
USER ID (10)
M. REFER TO PAGE 38
A USER ID OF UP TO 10
WORDS MAY BE INCLUDED.
THE ID IS NOT USED BY
RHOIV.
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3B ;',• . .. .1 . :-:•< .: IIA(NIIA) ,R.V "INTERPOLATION .INFOR-
MATION ARRAY, NIIA=NQ.
.";• ELEMENT'S IN- ARRAY •
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FILE NAME: MISFILE (=RHOSCl) FILE TYPE: SEQUENTIAL BINARY
MISFILE is a sequential binary file used internal ly: by RHO IV.
It is generated by MIINCK or IIACAL and read by IIARDR in the
preparation prior to the k-value, Mach no. cycle.













NUMBER OF IIA. ELEMENTS
INTERPOLATION INFOR. ,,'
ARRAY FOR AN INPUT ZO1SE
•
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FILENAME: RESFILE (=RHOSCl) : FILE TYPE: SEQUENTIAL BINARY
RESFILE is a sequential binary file used internally by RHOTV.
It is generated by the various preparation routines, DWPREP,
PRSPREP, SGFPREPj and GFPREP, prior to the k-value> Mach no.
cycle, and used by the solution and result routines, PCMDWM,


















COLUMN OF THE BASIC
DOWNWASH MATRIX
Record set 2 occurs if any pressure results have been requested,





































REPORT CHORDS FOR A
MODE
Record set 3 occurs if any sectional force results have been
requested, i.e. if SGFPRT/0 or SGFFILEXO.
3A 1 YSGFC (NSGFC) R SECTIONAL FORCE OUTPUT
CHORDS
(1) The sequence 3B-3E is repeated per sectional force output
chord, i.e. NSGFC tiroes.
3B 1
REFER TO (1)





• : ' ' . - . ' • • • •































. WITH QUADRATURE POINT
CONTROL ROTATIONS AT




Record set 4 occurs if any total generalized force results have




















(3) The sequence 4C-4E is repeated once for each control (NOCS>0).































FILE NAME: SGFFILE FILE TYPE: SEQUENTIAL BINARY
SGFFILE is a user specified output file which will contain any
sectional force results. Routine REAEM is used' to produce an








1 - 10HRHOIV Y-QS
2 - NSGFC
YSGFC (NSGFC)






The record pair 2A,B is repeated per sectional force output
chord, i.e. NSGFC times for each k-value, Mach. no. condition.

















MACH NUMBER . .
OUTPUT CHORD NUMBER
COMPLEX SECTIONAL FORCE
MATRIX FOR CHORD ICHD. I
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3.6 CONTROL CARDS
There are basically four modes of execution, from
a. source in source form;
b. source in UPDATE form; : ': :
c. relocatable binary;
d. absolute binary.
In the following, use of specific control cards has been avoided;
rather the required sequence of operations is specified. All
file names with the exception of RHOIV, are arbitrary. Note
that all overlays have the name RHOIV, thus a file RHOIV is
generated at load time. For the cases above
a. (1) obtain a source file, PROG (2 records, from permanent
storage (cards, tape, permanent disk file, etc.).
(2) Compile first record placing relocatable binary on
BPROG.
(3) Compile second record placing relocatable binary on
. BSOBS. '-.-.' • • ' '. ' ' •; .• . ";"/ •:" ••'••/" •••'•'.,
Generate an alternate library on SDBLIB from BSUBS.
(5) Load BPROG using alternate library SUBLIB.
(6) Execute from RHOIV.
*NOTE: On some systems, steps 4 and 5 of a. may be combined
into one operation, e.g., loading BPROG using BSUBS
directly as an alternate LIBRARY. On other systems
in which the loader has no alternate library capability, .
a preload operation may be performed in which some
program other than the loader searches for references
in the routines in BPROG to routines in BSUES generating
a file LPROG, is then processed by the loader (i.e.,
the above program performs the alternate library
function) .
b. (1) Obtain an old program library file, OLDPL, from
permanent storage.
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(2) Using UPDATE generate a source file, PROG (2 records).
(In UPDATE terminology, PPOG would correspond to the
COMPILE file.)
(3) Proceed with steps 2 - 6 of a.
c. (1) Obtain a relocatable binary file, BPROG, main routines,
from periranent storage.
(2) Obtain a relocatable binary file, ESUBS, alternate
library subroutines, from periranent storage.
(3) Proceed with steps *J - 6 of a.
d.. (1) Obtain an absolute binary file, RHOIV, from permanent
storage.





The input to RHOIV consists of both BCD input, e.g. cards, and
binary, e.g. CMFILE or MIFILE. The card input includes planforra
description, definition of user I/O files, printed output
specifications, list of k-values and Mach numbers and modal input
description. Card input may also include velocity profile
definitions, the distributions of downwash points, pressure
output points, and sectional force output chords, and modal
displacements with associated points. The binary input may
consist of a library of C-matrices, and modal displacements with
associated points or interpolation information arrays.
The card input consists of field dependent input and free field
input. The field dependent input is identified in the field
column of data stacking as a specific field (number) with
associated format or as a LIST indicating sequential input per
the FORMAT using as many cards as required. The free field input
is identified by NAMELIST in the field column with associated
list name in the FORMAT column, . Some of the features of namelist
input are:
(1) Card (s) field consist of columns 2 through 80,
(2) list consists of a $ list name in column 2 followed by a
series of specifications continued on as many cards as
required and terminated by a $.
(3) Specifications are of the form:
a- Vname = Value
b. Vname (1) = Valuel, Value2,. .. ,Valuen
Where Vname is one of the variable names for the list, value
is the associated value(s). Value may be an integer, a floating
point number in normal or exponential form, or in the case of
a logical variable of .the form.
,T. or .True, indicating true
.F. or .False, indicating false
Specifications must be separated by commas. NOTE there
is no comma between the last specification and terminating
$.
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(5) Embedded blanks are allowed except within the $ list name,
variable name, or value. Note at least one blank must
separate the $ list name and the first specification.
(6) The order of appearance of variables on the card(s) is not
important - the spelling is.
(7) Any or all of the variables may be left out of the list,
e.g., $list name .. $ is legitimate. This assumes of course
that there is a legal default value associated with the
variable (s) not included in the list.
There are a number of input sets consisting of x and y locations
on the planform. Where feasible, the option of specifying this
information in physical or local non-dimensional coordinates
(bar notation) has been allowed.
3.7.2 Limitations
The following are size limitations within the program (also noted
in Data Stacking):
2<NLE<10 No. leading edge definition points
2<NTE<10 No. trailing edge definition points
0<NOCS<6 No. control surfaces
1<|NDWC|<N No. downwash chords, N=72 ./JNPDWC |
1<|NPDWC1<8 No. Pts. per downwash chord
1<NOKVAL<20 No. reduced frequencies
1<NOMACH<20 No. mach numbers
The following are analysis limitations:
No downwash chord should be placed at the tip or control surface
side edge. In general downwash chords should satisfy |y~n !>.02S
where n_ is the tip or a control side edge.S
It is not recommended that a downwash chord be placed at or near
a spanwise planform discontinuity, e.g., a change in leading
edge or trailing edge slope.
No downwash point should be placed at the leading edge, trailing
edge, or control surface hinge.
The downwash point distribution should be such that the boundary
conditions are sufficiently defined. (A downwash point on a
control surface is not specifically required.)
No pressure report chord or sectional generalized force report
chord should be placed at a control surface side edge.
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Distribution of chords - T^ = cos fiir/ (2N+1) 1,. i = I^N
.5000 • • ; - . . • . • . . • • ' • ' . : - : - . ; - . . • , ' , . • . . . . : • ; • ; • ' . . • .
.8090 .3090
.9010 .6235 .2225
































111 . i'= 1.N
.5000
-.3090 .8090
:.6235 .2225 \ .9010
i • ' . ' . ' • . / : '
-.7660 -.1736 .5000 .9397
-.8413 -.4154 .1423 .6549 .9595
-.8855 -.5681 -.1205 .3546 .7485
-.9135 -.6691 -.3090 .1045 .5000
-.9325 -.7390 -.4457 -.0923 .2737











; -FORMAT VARIABLE . •'".'.•:.'..•; DESCRIPTION .
or TITLE :: >v:'; /'••'/;••>'••• '"'-.'. "•':'••'-. :( : ":.-V: . - -?"-,.- ... .-••r-.- v.

























• •- ' " . • "
SYM
BO





Number of leading e^ge ,d.efn.
pts. 2<NLE<10 (NO Default)
Nuniber of trailing edge defn.
pts. 2<NTE<10 (No Default)
Number of control surfaces
0<NOCS<6 (Default is 0)
: ' . • • • ' ' • : • • •
Number of velocity profiles
0<NOVP (Default is 0)
A unique identifier which will
be associated with any main




0 - Symmetric (default)
1 - Antisymmetric
k-value reference length
BO > 0 (Default is root semi-
chord as determined from
XLE(1) ,XTE{1)
Semi-span, S> 0 (Default is
YLE(NLE)-YLE(1) )
NLE pairs of X,Y values
Defining the planform leading,
edge YLE (I-H) >YLE (I)
NTE pairs of X,Y values
defining the planform trailing







FORMAT VARIABLE .--. 'I DESCRIPTION
(2) PLANFORM DEFINITION ;.-(Continued)-

























An identifier to be associated
with a control surface
X value of inboard hinge point
Inboard control side edge.
X value of outboard hinge
-.'point.- ' - . - , : - . ; •'-"; - .- • • . -•'
Outboard control side edge.
Leading edge control indicator
#0 - leading edge,
=0 - trailing edge
(Default is 0) .
If NOVP>0 , repeat sets 2E and F' NO VP times; otherwise omit 2E> F. •••--.















Station at which velocity
profile is specified. If
NOVP=1, any value may be
used (e.g. , 0) .
Number of points defining
velocity profile at YVP.
(NVPP>2)
NVPP pairs of values
XVP = fraction of chord
VP = velocity profile value
XVP(I )<XVP(I+1)
XVP(1)<0.





Default for all filenames is 0
File name in the form = n,
















Delta ..pressure file name
Sect. gen. force file name
Generalized force file naire
Default for all file initial
positions is 1
Initial file position of. MIFILE
Initial file position of CMFILE
Initial file position of BPFILE
Initial file position of
SGFFILE
Initial file position of GFFILE
Note that CMFILE must be dis-
crete; the others may be dis-
crete or the same. If any of
DPFILE, SGFFILE or GFFILE are
the same, note that files are








The default for all output
control is 0.
The input may be of form
n<0 - print fcr all conditions
=0 - no print-out
n>0 - print for first n
conditions
Delta pressure print control














Downwash matrix print control
C-matrix jprint control
Pressure coefficient matrix










Number of dcwnwash chords .'•.-'.
0< INDWC ( * | NPDWC I <72
.(No Default.)
If NDWC<0, a default cosine
distribution will be
generated.
YDWC ( I) =COS (i TT / (2NDWC+ 1 ) )
XPwD(I)=-COS(2iu /(2NPDWC-H))
Number of points per downwash
chord.
0< | NPDWC | <8 (No default)
If NPBWC<0, the user input in
set 5B is assumed to be in v
local non-dimensional
coordinates (EAR notation) '
 ;
Number of pressure output
Chords. •' . . . . """ :' '/' -:;•••••;•';:.:;
If NPRC <0, the user input in
set 5C is assumed to be in :
local non-dimensional
coordinates
Number of points per pressure
output chord.
(1) If no user output chords are specified, but printed output
or file output is indicated, a default set of 11 output
chords (and for pressure, 21 output points/chord) is used
(TI - .01,. 1 , . 2, . . . , . 8, .9, .99) , (£ ~ -. 99 ,-.9,-. 8, . . . , . 8,
.9,. 99) .
NSGFC (1) Number of sectional force
output chords. If NSGFC<0,
the user input in set 5D is








If NDWCXO, omit set 5B. The specified default cosine distributions
will be used. Otherwise, repeat set 5B NDWC times.; .-Note that input
in 5B should be in physical coordinates if NPDWC>Or and in local non-










Y or Y of downwash chord
X or X of points on downwash .
• chord" . .•• . .' "". - •'-•'•'.•• . ;'-/" ;
I=1,NPDWC -.•'•"•• - " ' - -'•'•: •"
. • • • " • • •.-.• • • . • . . . . . • ' • • " • • '
If NPRC=0, omit set 5C; otherwise, repeat set 5CNPRC times.. Note
that input in 5C should be in physical coordinates if , NPRC > 0, and










Y or Y pressure output chord
X or X points on pressure
output chord. I=1,NPPRC
If NSGFC=0, omit set 5D. Note that input in 5D should be . in physical
coordinates if NSGFOO, and in local non-dimensional coordinates if
NSGFC<0. • ' ' . - • ' ' ->-.' .:•'. ' ••'• '•' , .-.' . - -'•.. • -'/ "





List of reduced frequencies,
(k<0)
List of Mach nurrbers
Both items must have at least
one value, and may have up to
20 values.
(7) MODAL INPUT DEFINITION
7A RHOF NAMELIST NIPTS (I) Number of modal input points/





















NOCS#0, all input pqints may
be input in a single block, ,
in which case the program ,
will determine which input
points lie in which input zone.
Number of displacement modes
A user supplied multipli-
cative factor which will be
applied to modes input in
card set 7C. (Default is 1.0)
Control rotation input indi-
cator •"• - •; - . .' •.. •- - ; . •-, ' • ;
n<0 , Delta 8Z/3X will be speci-
fied at required hinge points
n=0, no input
n>0, Cubic coefficients of
control rotation will be
specified




DGUST = .T. will cause a dis-
crete gust mode to be appended




will cause a gradual pene-
tration gust mode to be
appended to the set of dis-
placement modes.
Gradual penetration gust
reference (zero phase) point.
(Default = 0)
If MIFILE*0, i.e., if modal input is to be read from MIFILE, or if
NDMDS=0, omit sets 7B and C. Otherwise, repeat sets 7B and C once







7B LIST: 6F10.0 Modal input points, i=1,NIPTS
note (X (I),,Y (I)) * (X (J) ,Y (J)) ;
for I*J
Repeat set 7c once for each displacement mode, i.e, NDMDS times..
7C LIST 7F10.0 (I) Modal displacement at point
If any CRI(I)*0, repeat set 7D once for each CRI(I)'*0.
7D RHOG NAMELIST CCR(I,J)
or
DZDX(I,J)
Cubic coefficients of control
rotation (Default = 0)
1=1,4; 1-C0r 2-Cj, 3-C2, 4-C3
J=1,NDMDS
Only those terms which are
non-zero need be input




















"RETURN" execute return to
calling overlay
Anything else, execute
CALL OVERLAY (LNAME, LI ,L2 ,0)
Primary level overlay no.
Secondary level overlay no.
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3.8 PROGRAM OUTPUT v
3.6.1 Prog rain Results
Printed output of program results consists of an initial block
of information reflecting the user's input, followed by those
intermediate and final results specified in card set U, Printed
Output Definition. The output controlled by card set U is
calculated for each k-value Mach number condition; the user may
elect to have all, none, or some first n conditions printed.
The intermediate output consists of downwash matrices, C-matrices^
and coefficients of assumed main surface pressure terirs. If
C-matrix printout is specified and control surfaces exist, the
C-matrices for all controls as well as the train surface pressure
terms are printed. If downwash matrix printout is specified
and control surfaces exist, the residual downwash as well as
full downwash will be printed. Note that the output of full
and residual downwash is cyclic, four irodes at a time.
The final results consist of unsteady pressures, sectional and
total generalized forces. Generalized force output consists
of a single matrix per condition. Sectional force output consists
of a matrix per sectional force chord (in the order specified)
per condition. Unsteady pressure output consists of
real/imaginary and amplitude/phase per output point (in the order
specified) written two modes at a time for all pressure modes
per condition. -•;'.-. '/.''••/''•'•'• ' • -^ '•-. .' •':••'. '.• • . • ..-.'•'
Following all condition output, a summary of the CMFILE index
is given if CMFILE is present. Finally a. summary of maximum
core required and central processor time used is given.
All normal output includes the user's run title with date appended
and k-value and Mach number identified (if applicable).
Binary output from the program consists of all unsteady pressure
results if DPFILE^O, all sectional forceresults if SGFFILE^O,
and all generalized force results if GFFILEXO. The fcrm. of the
information is described in section3.5(Note that a user may
have all binary output placed on the same file, in which case
the results are interspersed on a condition basisX
3.8.2 Program Diagnostics
Program diagnostics may occur during input preparation or
execution of the problem. The RHOIV input processor attempts
to read and check all user input, identifying as irany data errors
as possible. If any errors are discovered during input processing
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the execution is terminated following input. Errors which may
be discovered include:
(1) exceedance of program size restrictions,
(2) illegal planform definition,
(3) illegal distribution of points on the plan-form.,^ ;,.~.. ^ .
(4) inaccurate file specifications,
(5) illegal k-values or Mach numbers,
(6) insufficient modal input definition.
With one specific exception, if a user's input is processed with
no errors, and sufficient memory allocation is provided, the
job should be completed without user origin errors. If any
errors do occur they should be of program or system origin.
The exception to the above can occur during C-matrix calculations.
If a downwash chord is placed too close to the planform tip or
a control surface side edge, the chordwise integration grid
routine CGRID may generate ah illegal sequence of integration
regions. If the condition e = 3.76|Y0|/S<i001 occurs a warning
message will be printed to indicate a possible problem may occur
for a particular integration chord. The condition will occur
anytime a downwash chord is less than ,02S from the tip or a
control side edge.
The message does not indicate an error, only the fact that the
above condition has not been met.
The following is a list of input processor diagnostics; the input
numbers used are examples,
PLANFORM DEFINITION ERROR:
1. Illegal no. leading edge defn. pts. (2<NLE<10),NLE = 11
2. Illegal no. trailing edge defn. pts. (2<NTE<10) ,NTE =11
3. Illegal no. control surfaces (0<NOCS<6),NOCS =7
H. Illegal no. velocity profiles (0<NOVP),NOVP = -1
5. YLE(1) X YTE(1)
6. YLE(NLE) * YTE (NTE)
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7. Illegal leading edge definition, YLE not strirtly increasing
8. Illegal trailing edge definition, YTE not strictly increasing
9. Leading edge and trailing edge intersect
10. Control surface 1 does not lie within defined planform
11. Control surface 2 and 1 are incompatible
12. Velocity profile stations are not strictly increasing
13. Illegal no. of velocity profile pcints for station 1
(2<NVPP) ,NVPP = -1
14. Velocity profile points, XVP, for station 1 are not strictly
increasing
15. *** SCAMP4 *** error *** on velocity station 1 non user
error. . •' , . _ • • . . . • • . / , • ' . ' . ' : . • - • • "
FILE DEFINITION ERROR:
1. File spacing error 1, encountered for initial position of
DPFILE
2. CMFILE name is not descrete
PLANFORM DISTRIBUTION ERROR; , '_"-'•.
1. Illegal no. downwash chords, (1<ABS(NEWC*NPDWC)<72), NDWC = -10
2. Illegal no* points/downwash chord, (1<AES(NPEWC)<8),NPDWC = 10
3. Downwash point 1, not on defined planform .
*». Downwash chord 1, coincides with a control surface side
edge
5. Downwash point 2, coincides with a control surface hinge
6. Downwash points no. 2 and no. 1, are coincident
7. Pressure report chord T, not on defined planfcrir,
8. Pressure report point for chord no. 1, not on planform
9. Pressure report point 1, coincides with a control hinge
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10. Pressure report chord 1, coincides with a control side edge
11. Sectional force report chord 1, • not on defined planferm
12. Sectional force report chord 1, coincides with a control
. side edge--. ' • •• • '•'..'''. '-'" ''• •• '••• ' V • " - . ' ' ' '.':-'•
CONDITION DEFINITION ERROR; " , ,/•;-
1. Illegal no. k-values, (0 < no.KVAL)
2. Illegal no. Mach nos., [0 < no. MACH)
3. Illegal k-value, (0 < KVAL)
4. Illegal Mach no., (0 < MAGH < 1.0)
MODAL INPUT DEFINITION ERROR: .
1. Illegal no. displacement modes, (0<NDMDS) ,NDMDS •'•=' -3
2. Illegal no. input points, (3<NIPTS), NIPTS=2 V
3. Insufficient input pts. in zone 1. (3<NPZONE),NPZONE = 2
*. Input pts. no. 2 and no. 3, are coincident
5. File spacing error 1, on MIFILE
6. I/O error MROW<MROWS on MIFILE while reading X,Y for zone 1
7. I/O error MROW<MROWD on MIFILE while reading Z for zone 1
8. I/O error MROW<MROWD on MIFILE while reading IIA for zone 1
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3.9 SAMPLE INPUT/OUTPUT
The following input data, figure U, is for the lifting surface
shown in figure 5r page 76* A portion of. the output generated
by this data case is given on pages 77-10Q;
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RHOIV SAMPLE DATA INPUT
CARD
SET 1
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DPPRT=-1 , CMPRT=-1 ,DWMPRT=-1 ,PCMPRT=-1 ,SGFPRT=-1 ,GFPRT=-T $
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sectional and total generalized
forces using the information produced












Q. LU Ul O.
LU QC Of UJ
DC Q- D- QT
Q. CO U_ Q_
3 Oi CS U_.
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4.2 COMMON BLOCK USAGE ,0 : , " v
The RHQIV program uses both BLANK and LABELED common.
The LABELED common blocks, are used for .communication between
the primary and secondary overlays, and for communication between
routines in a secondary overlay. The block names and contents
are described on the following pages.
The T heading on the following pages refers to variable type:;
I ~ Integer, R - Real, C - Complex, L - Logical, H - Hollerith.
BLANK common is used in most secondary overlays as a variable
length working area. In general the program of a overlay
calculates the area required for arrays in the various subroutines
and passes a dimension and first word address of each array
through the subroutine calling sequence. A description of the
area used by each overlay is given in section 3.3.
104
LABELED COMMON NAME: BASIC LOAD LEVEL : PRIMARY (1 , 0 )
" . . ' • ' • • • : : ' • ' " • ' . ' ' . ; " • _ ' • • • ' " ' - • : . . • ; ^ \ - : ' ' ' " : . : • - ' • • • • • ' ' ' • • - - • ' • : - • • ' " • ' : ' • . - •
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."- - . : • ' •
:
 M ; . - • • . . : • • • '
B = 4^
>2
.. . •• . • ' . .










Y VALUE OF PLANFORM ROOT
STATION
K-VA1UE, REDUCED FREQUENCY
REFERENCE K- VALUE '
MACH NO.
' ' ' ' : ' • ' • :. ' ' ' . ' . . .
DSER RUN TITLE, WITH DATE
APPENDED
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LABELED COMMON: NAME: CMLIB LOAD LEVEL: ; PRIMARY (1,0) .
DESCRIPTION: Variables describing the contents of CMFlLE are








































.DIM. . ENG. NOM.
• • •- •.'
DESCRIPTION" •; ; ; ^ c
INDICATOR TO SEARCH FOR A
C-MATRIX •
I NDIC ATOR FOR C-MATRIX FOUN D •
INDEX MATRIX NAME = 10HCMFIL
INDEX ON WRITE, CHECKED ON
READ ; .
NUMBER OF C-MATRICES ON
.CMFILE; ' ;• ..; .' .- ; . , -. /:,:.-
NUMBER OP MAIN SURFACE
ENTRIES IN INDEX,. (=NO. MAIN ,
SURFACE C-MATRICES ON CMFILE)
LIBRARY CREATION DATE
LAST DATE C-MATRICES ADDED
LENGTH OF CMFILE INDEX
POSITION WITHIN INDEX OF A
MAIN SURFACE ENTRY
NUMBER OF CONTROL SURFACE
ENTRIES ASSOCIATED WITH A .





LABELED COMMON NAME: CMVAL v LOAD LEVEL:. SECONDARY (1,5)





























DESCRIPTION ; . V' '•••:
ROWS OF C-MATRIX ASSOCIATED
WITH DOWNWASH POINTS ON CHORD
SUBTRACTION TERMS ASSOCIATED :
WITH EVALUATION OF DIPOLE ^
SINGULARITY '
CHORDWISE INTEGRAL OF PRESSURE
TERMS TIMES KERNEL :
KERNEL FUNCTION VALUE "
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LABELED COMMON NAME: COND LOAD LEVEL : : PRIMARY (1,0)



















ENG.' NOM. ' : DESCRIPTION: • ' . "
NUMBER OF K- VALUES , REDUCED
FREQUENCIES
• ' - • , ' • - - . - • ' '-
K- VALUES
NUMBER OF MACH NUMBERS
MACH NUMBERS
108
LABELED COMMON NAME: COUNT LOAD LEVEL: PRIMARY (1,0)
DESCRIPTION: Miscel laneous counters used during condition cycle













































 • - ' •••••
DESCRIPTION
NUMBER OF SPANWISE MAIN
SURFACE PRESSURE TERMS
NUMBER OF CHORDWISE MAIN ;
SURFACE PRESSURE TERMS
TOTAL NUMBER OF ASSUMED
MAIN . SURFACE PRESSURE TERMS .
NUMBER OF DISPLACEMENT MODES
 :
NUMBER OF PRESSURE MODES V
(NOTE, EXCEPT IN THE CASE OF
 ;
A GUST ANALYSIS, N DM DS= NPMDS. .;
FOR A GUST ANALYSIS
NPMDS=NDMDS-H.)
NUMBER OF MODAL INPUT ZONES ;
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF INPUT
POINTS IN ANY MODAL INPUT
ZONE
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF QUADRATURE ' .
POINTS REQUIRED FOR CHORDWISE
INTEGRATION FOR ANY SECTIONAL
FORCE OUTPUT CHORD. .
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF QUADRATURE
CHORD REQUIRED FOR SPANWISE .
INTEGRATION FOR TOTAL GENERAL.
FORCES.
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF QUADRATURE
POINTS REQUIRED FOR CHORDWISE
INTEGRATION ALONG ANY
QUADRATURE CHORD FOR TOTAL
GENERALIZED FORCES.
NUMBER OF VELOCITY PROFILES
 :
LOCATION OF VELOCITY PROFILE



















TOTAL NO. PRESSURE OUTPUT
POINTS
NUMBER OF SECTIONAL FORCE
OUTPUT CHORDS.
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LABELED ^ COMMON NAME: CQUAB LOAD LEVEL: SECONDARY (1,5/7)
DESCRIPTION: Used by CHDINT and Chordwise Quadrature routines ;
in C-matrix calculation. DELXI is also used during


















' - • ^T
j^






 : • • • •• • . • • : • • . , - . •: •. - '-. ."
DESCRIPTION : :" :'
^ OF CEORDWISE INTEGRATION
REGION LOWER LIMIT ; ;
C OF CHORDWISE INTEGRATION
REGION UPPER LIMIT :
• ...-."• • . ' - - • -
• ' , - . . • . . •-••••:•
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LABELED COMMON NAME: CSVAL LOAD LEVEL: SECONDARY (1,1-3/5/7)
DESCRIPTION: Used by TETERM, DTETERM, LET.ERM, DLETERM, V

















































































+1.0 - SYMMETRIC ANALYSIS: ;
-1.0 - ANTISYMMETRIC ANALYSIS
INBOARD CONTROL SIDE EDGE
INBOARD CONTROL HINGE POINT
LEADING EDGE VALUE AT INBOARD
CONTROL SICE EDGE
OUTBOARD CONTROL SIDE EDGE :
OUTBOARD CONTROL HINGE POINT
LEADING EDGE VALUE AT OUT-
BOARD CONTROL SICE EDGE
CONTROL SPAN
TANGENT OF HINGE SWEEP ANGLE
TANGENT OF LEADING EDGE SWEEP,
FOR A LEADING EDGE CONTROL
PHYSICAL, OR CONSTANT PERCENT




E1 -FUNCTION IN TETERM
113
LABELED COMMON NAME: DWPTS ' LOAD LEVEL: PRIMARY (1,0)

















• '- Y - ' - . ". .
"',..' -'
x
 " .' "'.'' •
DESCRIPTION . .
NDMBEP OF DOWNWASH CHORDS : .
DOWNWASH CHORDS, SPANWISE
COORDINATE VALUES FOR DOWNWASH
POINTS
NUMBER OF POINTS PER DOWNWASH -
CHORD





LABELED COMMON NAME: ENDTT LOAD LEVEL: PRIMARY (1,0)
DESCRIPTION: Read in INPREP - used by RHOIV.




















= "RETURN;"^ EXECUTE RETURN
OTHERWISE^
CALL OVERLAY (LNAME, L 1 , L2 , 0)
PRIMARY LEVEL OVERLAY NO.,
SECONDARY LEVEL OVERLAY NO.
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LABELED COMMON NAME: •,, FILES-.. ' LOAD LEVEL: PRIMARY ,; (1,0)

























































, • '..:'-' •
ENG. NOM.
- • ., - - -
'."•''' i • • " " . - : •
••'•.'
. - ' ' . ,j •"- ;•
DESCRIPTION :' ' . : ':;>
MODAL INPUT FILE NAME
C- MATRIX FILE NAME : :. ,
DELTA PRESSURE FILE NAME
SECTIONAL FORCE; FILE NAME ;:
GENERALIZED FORCE FILE NAME •'-
NOTE 1-5 ARE USER ASSIGNED :
NAMES.' -,-".:'- -", : : ..' •' ' : ; ',:- . ^ ":-
STANDARD INPUT FT LE NAME
STANDARD OUTPUT FILE NAME
SCRATCH FILE NO. 1 NAME '' .-'.:.' ••%
. MODAL INFORMATION SCRATCH FILE
NAME, RESULT SCRATCH FILE .NAME
SCRATCH FILE NO. 2" NAME .'/f.-/;;
INPUT SCRATCH FILE NAME
C-MATRIX SCRATCH FILE NAME ; >
COEFFICI ENT F ILE NAME .
INITIAL FILE POSITION OF MIFILE
INITIAL FILE POSITION OF CMFILE
INITIAL FILE POSITION OF DPFILE
INITIAL FILE POSITION OF SGFFIL




LABELED COMMON NAME: FILES x LOAD LEVEL: PRIMARY (1,0)



















































CURRENT PROGRAM FIELD LENGTH V.
MAXIMUM PROGRAM FIELD LENGTH,
USED TO CURRENT TIME :
INITIAL PROGRAM FIELD LENGTH
JOB CARD FI EL D LENGTH (I.E., 0
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE FIELD LENGTH.
MINIMUM TL. REQUIRED FOR INPREP
MINIMUM FL REQUIRED FOR MIPREP
MINIMUM FL REQUIRED FOR RESPREP
MINIMUM FL REQUIRED FOR RDWRTC
MINIMUM FL REQUIRED FOR CMCALC
MINIMUM FL REQUIRED FOR SOLN
MINIMUM FL REQUIRED FOR, RESULTS
LENGTH OF INTERPOLATION
INFORMATION ARRAYS
LENGTH OF VELOCITY PROFILE
INFORMATION
LENGTH OF CONTROL ROTATION
COEFFICIENTS INFORMATION .
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LABELED COMMON NAME: . KRNTERM LOAD LEVEL: SECONDARY (1,5)


























































DESCRIPTION' :.'-: : "
ARBITRARY POINT FOR SPLITTING;
INTEGRAL IN ROSEL'S KERNEL
FORMULATION (FK=2TT)
UPPER INTEGRATION LIMIT
. . . . ' : . ' . . '. - ' - • ' • : ' • . , -
:
I h ik T ___-00
• : • ' - : • - • ••'•• • / ' : • • " ' .
INTEGRAL APPROXIMATION IN
WATKIN'S FORMULATION
I "kf iX "' " '" 2' 3^ 2 ' '''"'^/[e /{X2+(kyo) ) ]dX. ' . ;. -00- . • • ; . . ' . - • • • ' ......• ' '• . . . . . :- .-
) k^ eiX-l-iX+X2/2 dx™"JCI •
•




LABELED COMMON NAME: KRNVAR LOAD LEVEL : SECONDARY ( 1 , 5)
















































- y : -
















CONSTANT FOR; KERNEL CALCU-
LATION
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: LABELED COMMON NAME: LCSTERM LOAD LEVEL: SECONDARY (1,5/7)













































































COEFFICIENT/SIDE EDGE FOR -
INVERSE SQUARE ROOT TERMS
CO EFFICIENTS/ SI EE EDGE FOR
SQUARE ROOT TERM ASSOCIATION
WITH FIRST SOLUTION
SAME AS Cg! EXCEPT FOR SECOND
SOLUTION
COEFFICIENTS/SIDE EDGE FOR '
FIRST SOLUTION
SAME AS CL2 EXCEPT FOR SECOND-
SOLUTION
: COEFFICIENTS/SIDE EDGE FOR
ARC TANGENT TERM
INVERSE SQUARE ROOT TERM
FIRST SOLUTION SQUARE ROOT
TERM
SECOND SOLUTION SQUARE ROOT "'• • .'.
TERM '•;.
FIRST SOLUTION LOG TERM
































































 . . • • " " ' ' • • , -
,)/a2 •;;:•-; •....•',;; /':'"'/-1
ARRAY OF YS FCR ALL SIDE EDGES
ARRAY OF tanAT FOR ALL SIDE
EDGES ^
ARRAY OF E, (y ) FOR ALL SIDE
EDGES C S
" ' • " ' . . . . . . .
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LABELED COMMON- NAME: OPTIONS LOAD LEVEL: FBI MARY (1,0)
DESCRIPTION: Miscellaneous options.










VELOCITY PROFILE OPTION . '







INDICATOR FOR DIRECT INPUT OF
IIA PER MODAL INPUT ZONE
INDICATOR FOR SOME RESULTS
REQUIRED; I.E. EITHER UNSTEADY
PRESSURE, SECTIONAL FORCES
OR GENERALIZED FORCES. "
INDICATOR FOR SOLUTION ;
REQUIRED, I.E. EITHER RESULT
OR C-MATRIX, DOWNWASH MATRIXV' -
ON PRESSURE -COEFFICIENT MATRIX-
OUTPUT REQUESTED. .
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LABELED COMMON NAME: PLNGEO . LOAD LEVEL: PRIMARY (1,0)





















































































ENG. NOW. DESCRIPTION .
MAIN SURFACE C-MATRIX I. D.r
NUMBER OF LEADING EDGE'DEFN.
POIWTS
LEADING EDGE DEFN. PTS.
. (STRAIGHT LINE SEGMENTS)
• , • . ' • . ' • • • .
SLOPE OF LEADING EDGE SEGMENTS
NUMBER OF TRAILING EDGE DEFN. 3
TRAILING EDGE DEFN v PTS.
(STRAIGHT LINE SEGMENTS)
SLOPE OF TRAILING EDGE SEGMENTS
NUMBER OF CONTROL SURFACES
CONTROL SURFACE HINGE




SLOPE OF CONTROL HINGE
CONTROL SURFACE C-MATRIX I . D.
CONTROL SURFACE TYPE
CONTROL SURFACE RELATED :
SURFACE
CONTROL SURFACE AREA ORDER
CONTROL SURFACE INPUT INDICATOI
HINGE INBOARD SIDE EDGE DEFN.
















HINGE OUTBOARD SIDE EDGE
DEFN. POINT VALUE IN BAR
NOTATION
LEAPING EDGE VALUE AT THE
CONTROL .INBOARD SICE EDGE
LEADING EDGE VALUE AT THE
CONTROL OUTBOARD SIDE EDGE ,
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LABELED COMMON NAME: PRSPVAL LOAD LEVEL: SECONDARY (1,1- 3/5/
DESCRIPTION: Used to specify (£,n) values to ETACVAL and; other,





























































•v;" -.'in •••-: '::.•••
n
•' .'."" •.'•'• .-' •
.... £ .-;.v.






• • . - . - c • .
35c(n)/3n
Ct(n)
i . . »
35t:(n)/an
b(n)
DESCRIPTION •'..•- -•..• . •








(=0 WHEN NO CONTROL SURFACE IS
CONCERNED) /
CONTROL PRESSURE INDICATOR, ^ .
CPT=.T. IF CONTROL SURFACE
PRESSURE TERM IS BEING . ° :
CALCULATED. , .
PLANFORM LEADING EDGE VALUE
A T n . . . . . . ; ' ; . , . ; - . .
P LANFORM MI-DC BO RD VALU E AT
 n
PLANFOP.M CONTROL NO. ICS HINGE
VALUE AT
 n . (NOTE - THIS MAY
BE A LINEAR EXTENSION.)
PLANFORM TRAILING EDGE
VALUE AT n
PLANFORM SEMI -CHORD VA1UE
AT n .
KERNEL INDICATOR, USED ONLY
DURING C-MATRIX CALC.
CHORDWISE QUADRATURE TYPE,
USED DURING C-MATPIX CALCU-




LABELED COMMON NAME: PRSTERM LOAD LEVEL: SECONDARY (1, 3/5)
DESCRIPTION: Used by PRSPREP, SGFPREP, GFPREP, and irost:

















72 : • ; • • •
72 -:-i:.
: . • • • • • •t«.;':V
ENG. NOM. „
f (n)
f (rt) • ' . . - -
. • " ' " . - - . . . "
g ( C f n ) or
.DESCRIPTION : : :"
SPANWISE MAIN SURFACE
PRESSURE TERMS :.'
• ; • ' ' • : • . . ' : • - . ' / ' • ' - - . ; • ' ' - • ; / • • • : - • • • • • • • • • • '
NUMBER OF CHORDWISE PRESSURE
CHORDWISE PRESSURE. TERMS .
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LABELED COMMON NAME: PRTCTL LOAD LEVEL: PRIMARY. {1,0) ;
DESCRIPTION: Controls all printed output in result and solution
'- ':-
:






















DIM. EKG. NOM.-. DESCRIPTION, . -•'; .. '' • • .•;•• •''.: '•
DELTA PRESSURE PRINT CONTROL
SECT. GEN. FORCE PRINT CONT.'
GEN. FORCE PRINT CONTROL
C-MATRIX PRINT CONTROL ^ '
DQWNWASH MATRIX PRINT CONTROL
PRESSURE COEFE. MATRIX PRINT
CONTROL ; - . • • • • ,
n<0 all cond. (on input)
= 0 - no print
n>0 - print first n cond.
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LABELED COMMON NAME: QUADWTS LOAD LEVEL,: PRIMARY (1,0)
DESCRIPTION: Used by GFSGP.IDy GFCGRID in prep, routines, and fay
v
































































































ROOT, - TYPE QUADRATURE WEIGHT
FUNCTION
LEG '- LEGENDRE
ISQR - INVERSE SQUARE ROOT
SQR - SQUARE ROOT
LOG - LOG
- ' . - ' - .
4 THR - FOURTH ROOT
SUFFIX NO. GUADRATURE POINTS
• '
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LABELED COMMON NAME: SQUAD LOAD LEVEL: SECONDARY (1 , 5)





























'"'•' ' - • '
...• '' .
n_
_ : • . ' . . . . •
Tlrr
"• '•'•':• .'.'•' •
.. n^n-r




• • • , • • • . . ' - ' '
DESCRIPTION
SPANWISE QUADRATURE TYPE .
SPANWISE CUADRATURE WEIGHT ,.
n OF LOWER LIMIT FOR A SPAN-
WISE INTEGRATION REGION





- • • • • • . • ' • • • ' • ' ' ; • ' " " ' \ .
T1 VALUE OF LOG SINGULARITY
LOCATION DURING SPANWISE
INTEGRATION. IT IS EITHER
DOWNWASH CHORD, OR A ;
CONTROL SIDE EDGE.
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:IABELEP%^i®K>N NAME: TIMES LOAD LEVEL: PRIMARY (1,0)
DESCRIPTION: Accumulated Cp times and number of entries for






































• '. -5:- .-•




ACCUMULATED CP TIME IN INPREP
ACCUMULATED CP TIME IN MIPREP
ACCUMULATED CP TIME IN RESPREP
NO. ENTRIES INTO RDWRTC
ACCUMULATED CF TIME IN RDWRTC
1) ASSOCIATED. WITH MAIN
SURFACE, k = 0
2) ASSOCIATED WITH MAIN
SURFACE, k > 0 .,•' ?
3) ASSOCIATED WITH CONTROL
SURFACE, k = 0
4) ASSOCIATED WITH CONTROL
SURFACE, k > 0 ' ; • - ' - .
5) TOTAL 'I)' - U)
ACCUMULATED CP TIME IN CMCALC
(SAME AS NTCMC)
NO. ENTRIES INTO SOLN
ACCUMULATED CP TIME IN SOLN
NO. ENTRIES INTO RESULTS
ACCUMULATED CP TIME IN RESULTS
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4.3 PROGRAM AND SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION
Short abstracts for the various programs and subroutines in RHOIV
are included in this section. A full description of each routine
may: be found in the program listing.'
Routines are ordered alphabetically; their positional relation
is shewn in figure 1, page 132 •
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PROGRAM - SUBROUTINE STRUCTURE
BLOCK


































































































































































































































































(1) SUBROUTINE AINTL (X, YrNPTS, ZyNRCWZ,NGOL1 ,NCOLS> SA, INOD,
' ' • • ; . ; .••.•>;••;:•• ;: DZ1, DZ2) •.;;;.'_, . ' . - . .-•..*••.. ••''•':.•:..••.". : ;: ^ •••.'•.
Interpolation cover routine for generation of displacements and
slopes at unsteady. aerodynamics-, ccntroi points .-specified in
the local axis;systemv ; • •.'
(2) SUBROUTINE ^AFROX:/
Routine APROX performs the integration of
TAU*EXP(I*KYO*TAU) XSQRT (l. + TAU**2) . In TAO: frpm:-<»tO H^V The
function TAU/SQRT (T. tTAU**2) is apprpxiitiated by a, series of
exponential, NASA technical reportR-48, page 8,
TAU/SQRT (1.+TAU**2) = 1 * -»-Cl*EXP (E1*TAU) + C2*EXP (E2*TAU) +
C3*EXP(E3*TAU)*SIN(PI*TAU)
(3) SOBROUrrNE AZONE; (Y> X, NPTS,? JND, ZONE)
Assign a modal input zone number to points on chord Y.
(4) FUNCTION EESKT (X)
BESK1. .= Kl (X) , modified Besse If unction of the second kind ot
order 1. K1(X) is calculated with two polynomial expansions,
one for X.LT. 2, and one .for X.GE.2. Equations taken froir: Handbook
of Mathematical Functions,, National Bureau of Standards, 1967.
Bessel Functions of Integer Order, 9. 8 Polynomial Approximation.,
p. .378, 9.6.11 Ascending Series, p. 375.
(5) FUNCTION BI1ML1 (X)
BI1ML1 = (11(X) - L1(X)) where 11 = Modified Bessel function .
of the first kind of order T, L1 == Struve function. .
Series expansion for I1-L1 is used for X.LE. 12.8, an asymptotic
expansion is used for X.GT. 12.8.
Equations taken from Handbook of Mathematical Functions, National
Bureau of Standards, 1967.
Struve Functions and Related Functions, 12.2.6 Asymptotic
Expansion p. 498, 12.2.1 Power Series p. U98.
Bessel Functions of Integer Order, 9.6.10 Ascending Series, P.
378.
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(6) BLKDATA , . '. • / /•/-'." '.. • . \". '"-... "'. ' " -. ' " " " • . '
Defines all quadrature abscissae and weights.
(7) SUBROUTINE CCRRDR (CCR, NPMOS) : ;
Read cubic coefficients of control rotation.
(8) SUBROUTINE CGRID (NIR, XIQ, IRTYPE)
Routine CGRID defines the chordwise integration, schemes used
to integrate chordwise pressure terms times one; of the kernel
expressions on a specified chord.
(9) SUBROUTINE CHDINT :
Perform the chordwise integration of chordwise pressure terms
times kernel function.
(10) OVERLAY (RHOIV, 1,5) PROGRAM CMCALC ;
Calculate a C-matrix associated with main surface or control
'surface pressure terms for a set of downwash points at a
particular k-value Mach number condition.
(11) SUBROUTINE CMSTERM
Calculate NCPTEFM!chordwise pressure: terms associated with the
assumed main surface pressure terms.
(12) SUBROUTINE CPFCTXI
' • • • » . . - . . : ' - • • ' ' . .
Calculate NCPTERM chordwise pressure terms
KIND = GXYY, calculate G(XI,Y), DG(XI,Y)/DETA
= non-sing or singular calculate G(XI,ETA)
CPT = .F.-main surface terms, ,T.-control surface terms
LEGS = .FALSE.-calculate only T.E. control surface terms
.TRUE.-calculate both T.E. and L.E. control surface terms
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(13). SUBROUTINE CQISR5 , . : , -;.-•_ '
Perform A 5 pt. inverse square root quadrature on chdrdwise
pressure term times kernel function for XI over XILIL to xiuIL
where the square root singularity is at XILIL.
(14) SUBROUTINE CQISR10 ^ ; ,
Perform a 10 pt. inverse square root quadrature on chordwise
 ;
pressure term times kernel function for XI over XILIL to XIUIL
where the square root singularity is at XILIL.
(15) SUBROUTINE CQLEGU
Perform a U pt. Gauss-Legendre quadrature on chordwise pressure
term times kernel function for XI over XILIL to XIUIL.
(16) SUBROUTINE CQLEG8
Perform a 8 pt. Gauss-Legendre quadrature on chordwise pressure
term times kernel function for XI over XILIL to XIUIL.
(17) SUBROUTINE CQLOG4 ; :
Perform a ccmbination 4 pt. log and U pt^ Legendre quadrature
on chordwise pressure term times kernel f unction ,-f or XI over
XILIL to XIUIL where the log singularity is at XILIL.
•
;
 i ' : . - • . . . . ' . •
(18) SUBROUTINE CQLOG8
Perform a ccmbination 8 pt. log and 8 pt. Legendre quadrature
on chordwise pressure terra times kernel function for XI over
XILIL to XIUIL where the log singularity is at XILIL.
(19) SUBROUTINE CQSQR5
Perform a 5 pt. square root quadrature on chordwise pressure
term times kernel function for XI over XILIL to XIUIL where the
square root slope singularity is at XILIL.
NOTE: Abscissae and weights developed from Gauss-Kehler form,
refer to Kopal, Numerical Analysis, pp. 381-2, using
BCS program MEHQAH (Redman 1973) with ALPHA=0, BETA=.5.
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(20) SUBROUTINE CQSQR10
 ; , ; ..,.••
Perform a TO pt. Square root quadrature on chordwise pressure
term times kernel function for XI over XILIL to XIUIL where the .
square root slope singularity is at XILIL.
NOTE: Abscissae and weights developed from Gauss-Mehler form,
refer to Kopal, Numerical Analysis, pp^ 381-2, using
BCS program MEHQAH (Redman 1973) with ALPHA=0, BETA=.5.
(21) SUBROUTINE CQ4R5
Perform a 5 pt. fourth root quadrature on chordwise pressure
term times kernel function for XI over XILIL to XIUIL where the
3/4 root slope singularity is at XILIL. ;
NOTE: Abscissae and weights developed from Gauss-Mehler form,
refer to Kopal, Numerical Analysis, pp. 381-2, using
BCS program MEHQAH (Redman 1973) with ALPHA=0, BETA=. 25.
(22) SUBROUTINE CQUR 10
Perform a 10 pt. fourth root quadrature on chordwise pressure
term times kernel function for XI over XILIL to XIUIL where the
3/4 root slope singularity is at XILIL.
NOTE: Abscissae and weights developed from Gauss-Mehler form,
refer to Kopal, Numerical Analysis, pp. 381-2, using
BCS program MEHQAH (Redman 1973) with ALPHA=0, BETA=. 25.
(23) SUBROUTINE CRCOEFF (NZONES, NDMDS, NPMDS, DELDZDX, CCR,
t Zr IIA, IIAP)
Calculate (or readjthe cubic coefficients of control surface
rotation for subsequent use in the preparation routines. The
coefficients are defined such that
THETA(FTA) = CO + C1 *EBCS + C2*EBCS**2 '+ C3*EBCS**3
= change in streamwise modal slope,
DELTA DZ/DX, at the hinge. /
EBCS = fraction (O.,1.) of control span
(0. inboard, 1.0 outboard)
SUBROUTINE CTHETA (DELDZDX, NDMDS)
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Given four equally spaced points on a control hinge, and DELTA
DZ/DX at these points, determine the coefficients of the cubic
which-will define DELTA DZ/DX, THETA, on the hinge. .
(25) SUBROUTINE. CSINCK (CSAREA, PLNERRr CSEFR) ;
Read control surface input. Check legality. Assign control type,
and determine related surfaces. ,
(26) SUBROUTINE CSINIT ;,
Initialize variables for a control surface and generate
coefficients of control pressure expression.
(27) SUBROUTINE CLETERM (DGXIETA) -
Calculate the derivative of the pressure term G(XI,ETA) with
respect to ETA for a leading edge centrol surface.
(28) SUBROUTINE CTETERM (DGR, DGI)
Calculate the derivative of the pressure term for a trailing
edge control, DG(XI,ETA)/DETA = (DGR,DGI) ;
(29) SUBROUTINE DWINCK (PLNERR, DWERR)
Read (or use default definition for) downwash chords and points,
convert froir bar notation if required, and check legality.
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{30) SUBROUTINE EWPREP {NDWC, NPDWC, NDWP,.NDWP2, NOGS, NZONES,NDMDS,
1 NPMDS, YDWC, XDWP, X,Y, ZONE, IFOSV NPZONE,
Z,ZT, DZDX,,DZDXT, .W, t«RI> IIA, IIAF, CCR)
Form the basic dbwnwash matrix, [W]= [DZ/DX••+ I*Z], and write V
to RESFILE. The real portion of W is modified by any user ;
supplied velocity profile, and a gust mode of the desired form
is appended if requested. Any existing cubic coefficients of
control rotation are copied from memory to RESFILE.
(31) SUBROUTINE ERRPRT (IERRNO, ERRFLG, II, 12)
Set error flag and print appropriate error message.
(32) SUBROUTINE ETACVAL •
Given a spanwise station, ETA, determine the leading edge,
trailing edge, and hinge line (if applicable) intersects, and
calculate semi-chord and mid-chord, values.
(33) SUBROUTINE FORMDP (NPRG, NPPRC, NFPT, NPTRM, NOCS, NPMDS, ......;.';.:.:
1 YPRC, XPPT, XBAR, PRESS, MSPTFM, GXIETA,
2 CMSPT, FETA, AMPPHAS)
Calculate unsteady delta pressure at an indicated set .of points
(output points) for a k-value/Mach no. condition.
DELP{X,Y;J) = SUM[ MSPTRM (X, Y;I) *CMSPT (I,J) , I~ 1, NPTRM ] *
1
 SUM[ FETA (Y,J)*GXIETA(X,Y;N) , N=1 ,NOCS ]
(34) SUBROUTINE FORMQ (NDMDS, NPMDS, NPTRM, NOCS, MICHD, MPICHD,
1 Q/ QMSPT, CMSPT, YICHD, GXIETA, XIPT, QTYPE,
2 FETA, WZ)
Calculate the generalized unsteady aerodynamic coefficient matrix
(generalized forces) for a k-value/Mach number condition.
Q(I,J) = INTEGRAL [ Z (XI,ETA; I) *DELP (XI,ETA; J) *D[ XI]*D[ ETA] ]
XI = XIL(ETA), XIT(ETA)
ETA = O, S
(35) SUBROUTINE FORMQS (NSGFC, NDMDS, NPMDS, NPTRM, NOCS, MPSGFC,
1 Y, QS, QSMSPT, CMSPT, GXIETA,. XIPT, QTYPE,
2 FETA, WZ)
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Calculate the sectional generalized unsteady aerodynandc
coefficient matrices (sectional forces) at an indicated set of
chords for a k-value/Mach no. condition.
QS(Y;I,J) = INTEGRALC Z (XI,Y; I) * (DELP(XI, Y; J) *D[XI ] ]
XI = XIL(Y) , XIT(Y)
(36)SUBROUTINE GFCGRID (NIPTS, NPZONE, XIPT, CQWT^ QTYPE)
Determine the quadrature points-and associated weights to be
used in integrating delta pressure times displacements along
a chord for sectional or total generalized forces.
(37) SUBROUTINE GFSGRID (NICHD, YICHD, SQWT)
Determine the quadrature chords and associated weights to be
used in the spanwise integration cf delta pressure tiires
displacements for total generalized forces. 7
(38) SUBROUTINE GFPREP (MICHB^ MPCHD, NZONES, NDMES, NPMDS,, NSPT,
1 NCPTr NPTRM, YICHD, SQWT, NIPTSZ, XIPT>
2 YIPT, CQWT, QTYPE, QMSPT, Z. WZ, 6 FETA, IIA,
3 IIAP, CCR, MICGF, MIPGF) ;
Prepare information, independent of k-value and Mach no., which
will be used for calculation of generalized unsteady aerodynamic
coefficients (generalized forces). The information is written
to RESFILE.
(39) SUBROUTINE GXYYCAL
Calculate G(X,Y,Y) and GP(X,Y,Y) for all points on a dbwnwash
chord and initialize the associated C-matrix rows.
SUBROUTINE IIACAL (NZONES, MIPTS, MEQNS, NDMDS, X, Y, Z,
IIA)
Generate the interpolation information array for each modal input
zone and save on MISFILE.
(41.) SUBROUTINE IIARDR (IIAP, IIA, LIIA)
Read the interpolation information arrays,
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((12) OVERLAY (RHOIV, 1, 1) PROGRAM IN PEEP
Process all user input.
(43) SUBROUTINE KRNFCT V ;i
Calculate the desired kernel function as specified by KIND, e.g.
GXYY, NON-SING, SINGULAR.
(44) SUBROUTINE LETERM (GXIETA) :
Calculate the pressure term G( XI, ETA) for a leading edge control
surface.' - . ' • ' • ' ' • - . • • . • . ' • • . • ' . ' . . * . . ; • • • • • . •
(45) SUBROUTINE MATIO (LFN, MATRIX, MROWDj MROW, MCOL, LID, ID,
' ' '
Read/write a two record set consisting of an ID; record describing
a matrix or array, and the matrix record.
(46) SUBROUTINE MIINCK (NROWZ, X, Y, IPOS, ZONE, Zf IIA, NIPTS,
1 PLNERR, MIERR)
 ;
Read modal input (from INPUT or MIFILE)!, check legality, and
write by input zone to INSFILE. Alternatively, read interpolation
information arrays by input zone and write directly to MISFILE.
The information is used in MIPREP and RESPREP.
I • • . ' ' : ' ' • " • ' • • . • ' . • • • '
! ' - : ' ' • . • • • • • .
(47) OVERLAY (RHOIV, 1, 2) PROGRAM MIPREP
Allocate working area for the modal preparation routines which
will generate information on MISFILE to be used in RESPREP.
(48) SUBROUTINE NAMBLD (NMFILE)
Convert NMFILE = NM to NMFILE = TAPENM
(49) SUBROUTINE PCMDWM (NDWP, NPTRM, NOCS, NPMDS, C, CS, AS,
W, WRI)
Print the C-matrices associated with regular (main surface)
assumed pressure terms and any control surface pressure term.
Print the kinematic downwash matrix, -and the residual downwash
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matrix (the kinematic downwash matrix1 with any control surface ; :
singularities removed) .
(50) SUBROUTINE PLATEO (X0r YO, NOPTS , ZO, NROWZ/ NCOL1 , NCOLS, SA,
1 - . INBD, DZ1, DZ2) ,
Given the spline coefficients for a set of functions as determined
in routine PLATEI, and the associated input points, calculate
the values of the functions {and optionally the derivatives)
at a set of output points.
(51) SUBROUTINE PCMSPT (NDWP,: NPMDS, CMSPT)
Print the coefficients of the regular (main surface) assumed
pressure terms.
(52) SUBROUTINE PLATEA (X, Y, INDS, SK, N, M, A, IRR)
Form the coefficient matrix for system of equation, SK = smoothing
constant (ratio of plate stiffness to input pcint: spring
stiffness).
* 1 X(1) Y(1) Where A(I,J = R**2 LN(R**2,
* - • - — • - . . ' " '. '' '
 ;
 •
A(I,J) •-*' - • - ' • - - • = 0, I=J INDS = 0:
# • - • - . - - ' . ' . . ' ' • • . - '
* 1 X(N) Y(N) . = SK(1), I=J INDS=?1
. • • * " • . . . - ' ' • • : • • • ' • . . - ' • . ' . • •
'".' = SK (I) , I=J INDS=2
* ' . . • ' " . - • . - . ' • •
* 0 0 0 R= (X(I)-X(J)**2
X(1) — X(N) * 0 00 +(Y(I)-Y(J))**2
Y(1) --- Y(N) * 0 0 0 N=NO. pts., M=N+3= No. eqs.
(53) SUBROUTINE PLATE I (XI, YI, MIPTS, ZI, NROWZ, -. MCOL1 , MCOLN,
1 MCOLS, SA, INDS, SK)
Perform a bivariate interpolation using as the interpolating
function the small deflection equation of an infinite pinned
plate.
Reference: Robert L. Harder, Robert N. Desmarais; Interpolation
Using Surface Splines, J. Aircraft, Vol 9 No. 2, Feb. 1972
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(5U) SUBROUTINE PLATET (XU, YV, WIND, XBAR, YBAft, GOST^ ,
• ' .-.-'".. ..%' .... RGU, Rev) •.- =. - '.... -:./;. -;.':. /_-:-.-;:--r^ '"
Perform a transformation of coordinates frcir (X,Y) -to (U,V)
NINDXOy or from (UyV) to 'fX,Y) .
• *D* * 1/RGU : 0 .-.*•- * COST SINT* *X-XB£K* ;•-. ^ ":' , ".
-• •• •. *'* =* . ••.;'•.'. •• • • '*••' * ' ' . * .-•* .; ' <*,;' •... '"-•.-"'-• •' .'.,.
*V* * 0 1/RGV * *-SINT COST* *Y-YEAR* ; - -?
Where COST = COS (THETA) , SINT = SIN (THETA) , THETA is that
such that PUV = SUM[U(I)*V(I) ]N = Q, RGU,RGV = radii; of g,y ratio®
in (UrV) ... XBAR,YBAR = C.G. location in (X,Y) .-. note UEAR^VB&R
=• 0,0 - . : • - . •;' ;:• '. ..' ' ' .• '• ' " . .'. ' .; '. .•;'-'••; "- '. ' '- ". /
(55) SUBROUTINE ' PLNINCK (PLNERR) ;:
Read the leading edge and trailing edge definition^ arid check "
for compatibility.
(56) SUERCDTINE PRSINCK (YPRC, XPPT, FLNERR, FRSERiq
i . • • - • ' ' . . ' • • • ' '•'• ' • - ' . - • ' • • ' . - • ' :
Read (or use default) pressure output chord and point values,,
check: for legality and save on INSFILE.
(57) SUBROUTINE PRSPREP (NPRC, NPPRC, NPPT, • NSPT, NCPT, NPTRM,
1 MOGS, NPMDS, YPRC, XPRT, MSPTRM, FETA, OCR)
Prepare information, independent of k-value and Mach no. , which
will be used during calculation of unsteady delta pressures.
The information is written to RESFILE.
(58) OVERLAY (RHO IV, 1,4) PROGRAM RDWRTC
Perform all read/write activities associated with the CMFILE
library of C-matrices and its index.
(59) OVERLAY (F<HOIV, 1,3) PROGRAM RESFREP
Allocate working area for the various preparation routines which
will in turn generate information which is placed on RESFILE
for subsequent use in solving for the coefficients' of the assumed
main surface pressure terms, and in calculation unsteady
pressures, sectional forces, or total generalzied force results.
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(60) OVERLAY (RHOIV^  1> 7) PKOGRAMi RESULTS : V . _ ,
Allocate working area for the result routines which will «xii turn
generate the requested results for printed or user file output.
(61) OVERLAY (PflCIV, 1,0) PROGRAM RHOIV : ;
Calculate the unsteady aerodynamic loadings on a lifting surface
with leading and/or trailing edge sealed gap controls undergoing
harmonic motions in subsonic compressible flow.
(62) SUBROUTINE RTHETA (PRESS, AMPPHAS, NPPT;, NME)^  :
 ::
Convert pressure at a point from (X+IY) form to ".(R,; THETA-),.
(63) SUBROUTINE SCAMP4 (X,Y,NrNDA/NDBrDA,DB,CrS,M:)
Given a set of N points whose absicissae form a strictly monotoire
sequence, and given a first or second derivative at X(1J and
a first or second derivative at X(N) / to find .the smoothest :
possible curve passing rigorously through the given points,.
satisfying the specified boundary conditions, and possessing
continuous first and second derivatives. The criterion of .
smoothness is the minimization of the integral of the square
of the second derivative, and the curve found is accordingly ;
a chain of cubics, i.e., a separate cubic on each interval x{I).,
" ' ' ' '
SUBROUTINE SERIES 1
 :
Routine SERIES 1 performs the integration of
EXP (I*LAMEDA)/(LAMBDA**2 + (K*YO) **2) ** 1 . 5
In LAMBDA from - infinity to - K*F, where K*F = 2*PI. A change
of variables is made, and a series expansion of the denominator
is written. Using partial integration a recursion formula is
developed which converges to within required accuracy in ten
iterations or less.
(65) SUBROUTINE SERIES2
Routine SERIES2 performs the integration of
3/2
(EXP(I*LAMBDA) - 1 -I*LAMBDA + .5*LAMBDA**2) / (LAMBDA**2+ (K*YO) **2)
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In LAMBDA from >K*F to K*H, when K*H > -K*F where K*F = 2*PI.
A series expansion of the exponent is written.. "The ;;f irst thre©
terms of the series cancel with the remaining three terms in
the numerator. .Performing partial integration twice, a recursion
formula for the integral of the remaining terms is developed
which converges to within the required accuracy withiti ;5'0 , -
iterations or less (K*H<15). -
(66) SUBROUTINE^ SERIES3 J
Routine SERIES3 performs the integration of
EXP (I*LAMBDA) /(LAMBDA**2 + (K*YO)**2**1.5
In LAMBDA from V infinity to K*H when K*H <—K*F, K*F = 2*PI.
SERIES3 is the same as SERIES1 except;the sine arid cosine i
integrals of the upper integration limit cannot be precalculatedi
(.67) SUBROUTINE SGFINCK (YSGFCr PLNERR, SGFERR)
Read (or use default values for) sectional .force output chords
for legality and save on INSFILE.
(68) SUBROUTINE SGFPREP (NSGFC/ MPCHDr NZONES, NDMDS, NPMDS, NSPT,
1 NCPT, NPTRM, YSGFC, NIFTSZ, XIPT, YIPT,
2 CQWT, QTYPE, QSMSPT, Z, WZ, FETA, IIA, HAP, "
3 CCR, MIPSGF)
Prepare information, independent of k-value and Mach no., which
will be used for calculation of sectional generalized unsteady
aerodynamic coefficients.(sectional forces). The information
is written to RESFILE.V
(69) SUBROUTINE SGRID (NIR, ETAQ, JIRTYPE)
Routine SGRID defines the spanwise integration scheme used to
integrate the spanwise integrand of the downwash integral equation
for all downwash points on a specified downwash chord.
(70) SUBROUTINE SI.CI
Computes the sine and cosine integral.
(71) OVERLAY (RHOIV, -1,6) PROGRAM SOLN
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Allocate working area for the solution routine and intermediate
output routines. , : ._^ .'-'. ' • - . • ' • - . . . - , - ' . - , . ' ' ' ' • ' • - ' - ' ' . " . . . ' • ' - ';.-.
(72) SUBROUTINE SOLVE ' ' W ? V - ; NPTRM;-: NOGS, ••MPMDS -MMDS '^- :-.
1 . c' SCR, IPR, '• CS, AS, W, WRI): ".', '
Solve the complex linear system of equations for the coefficients
of the assumed regular (main surface) pressure terics and save
On COFFILE. '":• \ ./.....—; ;•' ,":,•,'.- .••••'' - r- ^ "~ ••-.-. ' • •;. •". . .. .;• ' '.
(73) SUBROUTINE SPFCTE " ^ ,
Calculate NSPT spanwise pressure terms
KIND = GXYY, Calculate F(ETAE) and FP (ETftB) = DF (ETAB) /DETA
•...•' = NON-SING, or SINGULAR, calculate F(ETAB)
CPT =.Fv - main surface terms, X .T. - control surface terms
(74) SUBROUTINE SPNINT : ; ^
Evaluate the spanwise integrand at ETA,, and increment the C—
matrix terms fay the weighted results.
(75) SUBROUTINE TETERM (GR, GI)
Calculate the pressure term G (XI, ETA) =CMPLX(GR,GI) for a
trailing edge control.
(76) SUBROUTINE VPINCK (VPERB)
Read velocity profiles, check for legality, form a cubic spline
for each profile, and save on INSFILE. , ....
(77) SUBROUTINE ZEROCOL (M, NF, NL, Z, NROWZ, INDD, DZ^I DZ2)
Initialize columns NF-NL to zero for M rows.
(78) OVERLAY (PHOIV, 0,0) PROGRAM ZRHOIV
Call overlay RHOIV (1,0)
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APPENDIX A- NUMERICAL INTEGRATION TECHNIQUES
The basic work performed by the RHOIV program is numerical
integration. In particular this includes the surface integration
of the pressure kernel expression of the downwash; integral
 ;
equation (egn 2.3-1), or the integration along a chord of unsteady
pressure times modal deflection for sectional generalized forces
(eqn 2.8-4) -r- or the surface integration of unsteady pressure
times modal deflection for total generalized forces fegn 2.8-
9). The numerical integration is accomplished using Gaussian
quadrature of the general form,
. '. . e -" '.' > ' ' ."'. '•.'••••. . " .-....' "•-. : ;. •.-.> . -;....'• ... . .. ...
/ w(t)f(t)dt,= ZH^Ui) (A.1-H
. a . . . .- • -.' •''.';• " ; • :•- . ' •• . . '• • . • •
 p .••.'.'•
where f (t) = the function to be integrated with the associated term,
w(t) = a known positive function of t , the weight function.
and H^ - the quadrature weights corresponding to,/ ';
a- = the quadrature abscissae. V ,
• ' i ' .'•'•'. •' • ' . • ' " • • .' ••• '. "' '• ' ''•••• .' '•'""• •• . • • ' •' •'
The abscissae are roots of an nth degree polynomial .which is
orthogonal with respect to the weight function w(t) on (a/8) .
A discussion of the existence and determination of the set of
a. and corresponding H. for which eqn A. 1-T will be exact,
provided f (t) is of degree < 2n-i, is given in reference 3,
Chapter VII. The properties of a. and H. include,
a^ real and distinct
H± > 0,. i=1,...,nvV- ;-. ' '• ':.. -....'_-•• '•• ;" - • ; ' ..." . ' '- .
a < a^ < 6> i=1 ,... ,n
n p : • : . - . . • ' . • ' . . . .
.EH, = /w(t)dt
' • ••• • • • • - •
The usual approach is to determine a. and H. for a known interval,
e
-9- .(0,1)', and perform a linear transformation of variables
from, for example, x on (a, b) to t on (0,1).
The weight functions used within RHOIV are:
v*(t) = 1 (for which the abscissae are roots of an nth
degree Leg endre polynonrial on (a, 6) -- .
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referred to as Legendre quadrature^
w(t) - /t-a (referred to as square root quadrature^ '
w(t) =i//t-o(referred to as inverse square quadrature}
w(t) - In(t-o) (refered to as log quadrature^
For integration performed in evaluation of the downwash integral
equation, the integrand and its first derivative are well behaved
over the majority of the surface, thus- Gauss-Legendre quadrature
is most prevalently used. However, the first chordwise pressure
term, cot (0/2)
 r- for a main surface analysis has a sguare roclt
singularity at the plahform leading edge, and the remaining
chordwise pressure terms for both-imain surface and control surface
analyses have a^ aepaare root (or siirilar order) diSGontinuity
in the first derivative at the planforHtleading and trailirg
edges. Additionally the spanwise terms for both analyses have
a square root (or similar order)-discontinuity in the first
derivative at the planform tips. The kernel expression contains
a logarithmic singularity at a downwash chord (y) in spanwise
integration, and a iogarithmic singularity exists in the chordwise
pressure form at a:-physical- control surface hinge line. Thus:
Log quadrature is used in regions which include the above
singularities.. .Note that because of the predetermination of
the weights and abscissae on an interval (0,1), the integration
of a logarithmic singularity involves both Log and Legendre
quadratures.
For integration performed in calculation of sectional and total
generalized forces the kernel function singularities are not-
involved, however the singularities associated with the pressure
terms remain and are handled in the same manner. ,:




/f(x)dx = (b-a)/f(t)dt = (b-
a 0 !
where n =H or 8
H- '- the n point Gauss-Legendre quadrature weights
Xj = (b^ -a)t. + a, t. = the n point Gauss-Legendre
quadrature abscissae (note
that H. and x: are symmetric
about ^b+a) /2 * - . . - •
• ' ' • • • ' ' • « * • ' • - , . ' ; ' ' . ,
Square Root Quadrature
• • - b ^ _ ' • • ' ; i • • - . - - i ' • ' . ; ; - - . ' " ' . . ; .
:/^I f(x)dx = (b-a).//(b-a)t f(t)dt = (vFI )3//t f(t)dt (A. 1-3)
- . .. a. ; /. . • , • 0 . • . . : ;- . •;. o ''•••.•"'..-."•.'••
= (v^PxHs^GxV) "
where n = 5 or 10
HS. = the n point Square Root Quadrature weights




f{x) = g (x) / Vx-a, where g (x) has the characteristic of
• ' /x-a '- . • • • . . . . • . . ; . ' .
Inverse Square Root Quadrature
b 1 _ _ 1
/f(x)/^I dx = (b-a)/f(t)/ /(b-a)t dt = /b^a" /f(t)//t dt (A-1-*)-
a 0 0
a" EHis,f(x.)i - i i
where n =5 or 10
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His.= the n point Inverse Square Root Quadrature weights
x. = (b-a)t. .+' a, t. = the n point Inverse Square Root
1 r x
 Quadrature abscissae
f (x) = g (x) /x^ a, where g(x) has a square root singularity
of the form I/ /x-a
(Plus ^Legendre) Quadrature
b ' V '" ' " : • ' • : ; • - • ' ; . ' • ".• '- • . .. - \
/ln|x-a| f(x)dx = (b-a)/ln|(b-a)t| f(t)dt : (A.T-5)
fl 0 .
' . . . ' - • • • • . ' . - I . - - ' • " : 1-.. : : ' - ' . • / . " • " • ' • • ' • • • ' '
= (b-a)ln|b-ai/f(t)dt + (b-a)/tn(t| f(t)dt
. • • ' . • • ' o ^ • . - . • ' - • - o . • ' • . - . - : ' - - • : . ; .
• ' • . • • • ' • - . . . n n • ' . . , . ' ' ' • • > - . . . .
= (b-a)ln|b-a|zH.f(x.) - (b-a)EHl.f(x.)
. 1 1 . 1 1 . ' * » J ,
where n = 4 or 8





 - ' ' . . ' • • ' . ' . ' .-.-. ' . • . • ' - - • • " •
Hi.= the n point Log quadrature weights associated with
w(t)=1nU/t) V
x. = (b-a) t.. •'+ a, t. = the n point Log quadrature
3 . 3 . 3 abscissae
f (x) = g (x) / 1n|x-a|, where g(x) has a. logarithmic'.
singularity of the form 1n|x-a|
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APPENDIX B - MODAL INTERPOLATION ' • ":
If input points and modal displacements are provided by the user
to RHOIV, the surface spline method of Harder and Desirarais,
Reference 5, is used to allow interpolation fordisplacements
and streamwise slopes at downwash points, .-and-, displacements'at'
quadrature points used for sectional and total generalized force
integration.
If control surfaces exist, the lifting surface planform is divided
into irodal input zones, as illustrated in figure 8, page 155,each
of which must have a sufficient number of input points to define
the motion within that region.
The user has two options when describing lifting surfaces with
controls:
(1) Provide a descrete set of input points with associated modal
displacements for each modal input zone/
(2) Provide a total set of points with associated modal •
displacements which includes points in all zones.
In the first case, the input points for an input zone need not
lie within the boundaries of that zone. In the second case RHOIV
will assign an input zone to each point based onthe boundaries
shown in figure 8. In either case a iriniirun; of three (3) input
points must be associated with each input zone; the interpolation
procedure described below, is applied per input zone.
The control surface pressure modes are a function of control
rotation, 9 (ri) , or the change in streamwise slope across a control
hinge. Unless the user specifically provides this information,
RHOIV will determine 9 by calculating the slope at ,'th-e hinge
using the interpolating functions for the two ircdal input zones
on either side of the hinge.
With a reasonably even distribution of points in a zone, the
surface spline approach provides good results for displacements,
and reasonable results for slopes at points- interior to the input
point set. At the extremeties of input point regions a fair
amount of curvature may exist, introducing soiretimes large
"errors" in the slopes. This is particularly significant since
the leading edge and any control hinge tend to lie at the
extremeties of input point sets and thus errors in boundary
condition at the leading edge, and control rotation 9, may be
introduced.
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For any particular planform configuration, the user should
initially examine the' kinematic" downwash arid control rotations
to assure the sufficiency of his input point distribution. If
the user is unable to cause reasonable control rotation values
to be calculated by moving input points or including irore input
points the option to Input control rotation information should
be used.. ' .• •. • . ;• ' _. ,'.'..'. •/••••. . . .' ' ••..'••''.'" '• :' ' • • '
IF REASONABLE SLOPES AT DOWNWASH POINTS, AND CCNTROL ROTATION
VALUES ARE NOT CALCULATED, THE PROGRAM RESULTS WILL HAVE NO.
SIGNIFICANCE "~




= N input points
under the constraints
where Z_ (x . ,y . ) = input values at (x . ,y . ) , and





which expressed in matrix form for n input modes.







is a linear system of equations which may be solved for .the
interpolating function coefficients.
Then for any output point ,
if...t n J:> I
1
n




' 3x ni*v-j = ta. S1
0
i=l,N
where has the properties
3X
92z(C/n) 92Z
' ' 8x3y .' 3
0 as the distance to the
input point , -»• °°
Z(C,n) is analytic everywhere except at
3Z(g,n) 3Z(g,n) exist at (x, ,y, )
33c '•- 3y x X
If N = 3 and the points are non colinear, a simple plane is
defined for Z{£,n).
Note that a siirple bending mode (1st, 2nd, etc.) is not adequately
defined by input points lying in two lines because of the tendency
of the interpolation function used to force curvature to zero
in both coordinates.
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The change in slope at a control hinge for a spahwise station
y is determined by calculating the slope at the hinge lis ing first
the interpolation information for the surf ace to **hicft t^ foe control
is related and then using the interpolation information for :
control surface itself .Rather than calculate the slope
analytically, which, in the case of a surface spline
representation, may introduce control rotations where none exist,
a numerical procedure is used. . ...
At a spanwise station y, three equally spaced points {including
the hinge) are selected over a sufficiently small region., '§,
e.g. 26 = (x3-xt) = .0053, so that it can be assumed that no
curvature of the physical planform exists. If the displacements
at the points are determined, a quadratic in (x-xt ) hay be.
written, •• . '• • - • . . ' - " . . ' ;....•'•. :- ••.•'. . '•. •"• -:: .•-•".'. .; • ' . ' • "
Z(x) + At+BCx-Xj) ''•'+ CCx-Xt)2/ or
3Z(x^/3x • • = B + - . 2d'(x-Xi)> • • . ' ; • . ' ' , : ' : • . ' " ' . . , - : \ • •
Solving the system of three equations and neglecting C,
3Z(x)/8x ;-=• B =' t« ' JS<x z ) • • ' - - 3Z'(Xi)- - Z(x3)]/2iS: '
. . . ' ! • . .,'•-; . . ; ' ' - _ ' ' • ' • ' - '
Note that if the slope is a constant over (xj , x3 ) initially,,
C= C.(Z{x3)-Z<x1).)/6 - (Z(x2)-Z(xl))/6
This procedure should reduce the introduction of extraneous
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